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Dear Librarian, 

Clinical Nurse / Midwife Specialist Role Resource Pack: ISBN: 1-874218-22-6 

The project to support and enhance the professional role of the clinical nurse/midwife 
specialist (CNSICMS), is running for over a year in the South Eastern Health Board. The 
project is funded by the National Council for the Professional Development of Nursing and 
Midwifery. As part of the project, a tailor made education programme and role resource pack 
was developed and piloted in response to a regional needs analysis. This pack is now being 
forwarded to you for your library. 

The pack is also available on the National Council website (www.ncnm.ie) and the South 
Eastern Health Board website (www.sehb.ie/publications). It is hoped that the pack will 
support and enhance nurse/midwife specialists in demonstrating their unique contribution to 
patient care, while maintaining clarity about the purpose of their roles in relation to quality 
patientlclient outcomes. I have enclosed a paper copy of the pack for your information and 
nursing library. 

Yours sincerely, 

Joan Gallagher 

Joan Gallagher, 
Project Officer 
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FOREWORD 

We are fortunate in Ireland to have a comprehensive framework in place to  develop and 
establish specialist posts in nursing and midwifery as first recommended in the report of 
the Commission of Nursing (Gov. of Ireland, 1998). Since then the National Council for the 
Professional Development of Nursing and Midwifery has taken a lead role in the 
development and implementation of a collaborative framework as now exists. It outlines 
criteria for clinical nurse specialist 1 clinical midwife specialist (CNSICMS) posts and 
postholders. It is  encouraging that the current national cohort of CNSJCMS postholders 
represents a broad range of specialist areas as originally envisaged. 

At service level the introduction of a new grade inevitably has professional and service 
implications. The clinical career pathway offers an unprecedented opportunity to  nurses 
and midwives to directly and indirectly influence the quality of client care in a broad 
range of service contexts. How can this opportunity be harnessed, supported, and 
enhanced? This was the 'seed' question that prompted the submission of our proposal to 
the National Council, seeking funding to support the project. The pack represents a 
service driven response insofar as it is  intended to be a pragmatic resource for individual 
CNSICMS postholders in the ongoing realisation of the five core concepts. 

'The five core concepts define the role of each CNSICMS regardless of the specialism or 
context of care. These core concepts are a central theme of the pack and underpin each 
section. An individual CNSICMS has the potential to directly make a powerful impact on 
quality of client care. Additionally, as a resource to other staff by the provision of formal 
and informal educationltraining and by empowering and upskilling nursinglmidwifery 
colleagues, the potential for continuous quality improvement is further enhanced. 

Role clarification is  a key requisite for the>mooth and effective integration of the 
CNSICMS into health service structures. Clarity of role is explored in chapter one through 
various reflective exercises and as a basis for strategic action. Chapter two discusses the 
competencies required to effectively embrace the five core concepts. Approaches to  
personal development planning and portfolio building are also explored. Audit of role 
and service delivery together with research utilisation and promotion are discussed in 
chapter three. It provides discussion and tools for data collection and analysis. Report 
writing and service plan submissions are the topics of chapter four. In the SEHB an 
education programme relevant to each section in the pack was included in the pilot 
phase and will be offered to all CNSICMS's with the rollout of the resource pack. 
However, the pack may be used as a stand-alone resource. 

It is impossible to thank everyone who has been involved throughout the development of 
this pack. However, I would like to  acknowledge the input and support of key 
stakeholders who have contributed to the project to date including the Project Steering 
Group (appendix 1 S), Directors of Nursing, the Pilot Group (appendix 16), and the 
National Council. We are also indebted to Jane Hartley and Fennella Cowe (Heatherwood 
& Wexham Park Hospitals Trust, UK), authors of the "Specialist Role Evaluation Pack" 
(1997) that was used during the pilot phase of the project and provided inspiration and 
material for this pack. I wish to acknowledge those who provided education sessions for 
the pilot group, especially Mary Harris, Change Management Training Ltd. who acted as 
consultant on the pack and provided material for the pack. Particular thanks are 
extended to  Ms. Joan Gallagher, Project Leader for her enthusiasm, innovation and 
professional commitment to the project. 

Joan Phelan 
Director, Nursing & Midwifery Planning & Development 
July 2003 
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INTRODUCTION: Exploring the Definition & Core Concepts of the CNSICMS Role 

WELCOME TO YOUR ROLE RESOURCE PACK 

The Clinical NurseIMidwife Specialist (CNSICMS) Role Resource Pack was developed as part 
of a two-year project* t o  support and enhance the professional role of the CNSICMS. This 
project is ongoing in the South Eastern Health Board region. A modified UK "Specialist Role 
Evaluation Pack" (Hartley & Cowe, 1997) was piloted with 18 CNSICMSs (Appendix 16) in 
the region over a seven-month period from October 2002 to  April 2003. A concurrent 
education programme was also developed to  enhance the delivery and uptake of the pack. 
This finalised and agreed role resource pack is a result of the process involved and 
evaluations of the pilot group. 

This pack will assist you to: 

Identify and define your CNSICMS role in line with the National Council's (2001) five 
core concepts of the CNSICMS role. 
Reflect and examine your CNSICMS role by using the five core concepts as a framework 
for role clarification, evaluation and development. 
Develop awareness of the strengths and areas for development within your CNSICMS 
role and identify future prioiities for development. 
Formulate and implement a strategic plan for your CNSICMS role and a personal 
development plan for your ongoing personal development. 
Demonstrate and highlight the CNSICMS unique and important contribution to 
patient care through audit and evaluation. 
Assist the CNSICMS to  establish clear communications inter and intra-disciplinary. 
Support a bid for extra resources, for example, extending the CNSICMS services, 
obtaining secretarial help etc. (involvement in service plans). 
Publicising the role of the CNSICMS through report writing, in particular, the annual 
report. 

The five core concepts of the CNSICMS role (National Council, 2001), common to  all 
specialist roles, are used throughout the pack as the framework for your role clarification, 
evaluation and development. This approach is based on the argument that t o  develop the 
CNSICMS role in line with national and international expectations, specialists must compare 
their roles and demonstrate their effectiveness, in relation to  the researched definition and 
five core concepts provided by the National Council (2001). 

USING THE PACK 

The CNSICMS Role Resource Pack is organised into six main sections: 

Introduction: Exploring the Definition and Five Core Concepts of the CNSICMS role. 
Chapter 1: CNSICMS Role Clarification and Planning 
Chapter 2: Competency Review and Personal Development Plans 
Chapter 3: The CNSICMS and Audit & Research 
Chapter 4: The CNSICMS and Report Writing 
Bibliography and Appendices 

This project was funded by the National Council for the Professional Development of Nursing & 
Midwiferv. 



INTRODUCTION: Exploring the Definition & Core Concepts of the CNSICMS Role 

The pack is designed so that each chapter can be read independently. Please ensure that 
you read the introduction to  the pack, including "exploring the five core concepts" prior t o  
reading any other section. The pack has a number of features designed t o  make i t s  
material more meaningful. These include the use of: 

Activity boxes for you to  take time out t o  complete. 
Tables and figures to  demonstrate examples from the literature. 
An invented asthma clinical nurse specialist t o  illustrate answers t o  requested 
activities in the pack. 

You will need paper and pen beside you to  help you answer the activities throughout the 
pack. First, read through your chosen chapter completely and read the relevant 
appendices to  relate the chapter t o  your specialist role and the overall pack. 

Gather other relevant information as you require or as referred t o  in the chapter. 
It is difficult t o  say how long each section will take t o  complete, in part this will depend 
on your own priorities and deadlines. It will be time-consuming and will require 
integration into your regular activities. 

/ 

Feedback from the group of specialists who piloted this role resource pack endorsed the 
view that the pack is best utilised when completed with the assistance of a colleague and 
manager who knows you and your role. Therefore, when scheduling time for role 
evaluation and development activities, take into account the time involved in setting up 
meetings and awaiting replies from others. 

Depending on where you are in your role's development, this pack could take months or 
a year t o  complete. The main intention i s  that it becomes a resource for you t o  'dip into' 
as required throughout the life of your CNSICMS role. If you are accessing the pack from 
the net or on disc, feel free to  customise the material t o  meet your individual needs. 

REPRODUCING THE MATERIAL IN THIS PACK 

The vision for this resource pack is  that it will be a dynamic document reflecting the 
changes in patientklient needs, the health services and our guiding professional bodies. 
We expect and are happy to  allow you to  reproduce or use our material without asking 
us, provided that you honour the following conditions: 

1) You do not use the material in any way that generates income. 
2) You acknowledge clearly that the original source(s) of the material being used. 
3) You do not permit or encourage anyone else to use the material without explicitly 

requesting that they conform to these conditions. 



INTRODUCTION: Exploring the Definition & Core Concepts of the CNSICMS Role 

EXPLORING THE DEFINITION AND FIVE CORE CONCEPTS 
OF THE CNSICMS ROLE 

The definition of the Clinical NurseIMidwife Specialist (CNSICMS) role and pathway for 
approval has been clearly defined for the Irish nurselmidwife specialist by the National 
Council for the Professional Development of Nursing & Midwifery (hereafter called the 
National Council). The National Council did so in response to the Commission on Nursing's 
(1998) recommendation regarding the 'need for a coherent approach to  the programme 
of specialisation and the development of a clinical career pathway in nursing and 
midwifery (1998, 6.59 p l l l ) .  The Commission also provided the impetus for the 
establishment of the National Council and the Nursing and Midwifery Planning and 
Development Units who have a strategic role in planning and overseeing the 
development of CNSICMS roles. 

As well as providing the definition of the CNSICMS (table I), the National Council (2001) 
outline the process and the criteria required for appointment of a CNSICMS. Initially an 
immediate pathway for approval was set up and this pathway closed on the 30th April 
2001. Since then, the intermediate pathway for CNSICMS exists. 

This document, the Clinical ~urselhidwife Specialists Intermediate Pathway (National 
Council, 2001) is available on line t i  view at www.ncnm.ie. Appendix Ill of the document 
(p8 & 9) outlines the definition and core concepts of the CNSICMS role (Appendix I). It is  
these five core concepts that are explored further in this section of the pack. 

Table i: Definition of the CNSICMS Role (National Council, 2001 p8) 

A nurse or midwife specialist in clinical practice (who) has undertaken formal recognised 
post-registration education relevant to his 1 her area of specialist practice at higher 
diploma level. Such formal education is underpinned by extensive experience in the 
relevant specialist area. 

The area of speciality is a defined area of nursing or midwifery practice that requires 
application of specially focused knowledge and skills, which are both in demand and 

. required to improve the quality of client I patient care. 

The specialist practice will encompass a major clinical focus, which comprises assessment, 
planning, delivery and evaluation of care given to patients I clients and their families in 
hospital, community and outpatient settings. The specialist nurse or midwife will work 
closely with medical and para-medical colleagues and may make alterations in prescribed 
clinical options along agreed protocol- driven guidelines. 

The specialist nurse or midwife will participate in nursing research and audit and act as 
a consultant in education and clinical practice to nursing I midwifery colleagues and the 
wider multidisciplinary team. 



IMTRODUCTIQN: Exploring the Definition & Core Concepts of the CNSICMS Role 
- 

When defining the criteria for the post, the National Council (2001, p4) state 'the post 
must have a major clinical focus' and 'allow for i ts  holder t o  make alteration in prescribed 
options'. The five core concepts (table 2) are components of the CNSICMS role. They are 
clinical focus; patient advocacy; education and training; audit and research and 
consultant. The level of education and experience plus the post holder's level of practice, 
autonomy and decision-making differentiates the posts as a specialist nursinglmidwifery 
post as distinct from a generalist or an advanced nurselmidwife practitioner. 

Table ii: The Five Core Concepts (National Council, 2001 p8) 

Clinical 
Focus: 

Patient 
Advocate: 

Education 
& Training: 

Audit & 
Research: 

Consultant: 

The role of CNSICMS must have a strong patient focus whereby the 
specialty defines itself as nursing (or midwifery) and subscribes t o  the 
overall purpose, functions and ethical standards of nursing (ICN 1992). 
The clinical practice role may be divided into two categories, direct 
and indirect care (Markham 1988, Kersley 1992). 
Direct care comprises the assessment, planning, delivery and 
evaluation of care to patients and their families; indirect care relates 
to activities that influence others in their provision of direct care. 

The CNSICMS. role involves communication, negotiation and 
representation of the clientlpatient values and decisions in 
collaboration with other professionals and community resource 
providers. 

The CNSICMS remit for education and training consists of structured 
and impromptu educational opportunities t o  facilitate staff 
development and patient education (McCaffrey Boyle 1996). Each 
CNS is responsible for hislher continuing education through formal 
and informal educational opportunities thus ensuring continued 
clinical credibility amongst nursing, medical and paramedical 
colleagues. 

Audit of current nursing practice and evaluation of improvements 
in the quality of patient care are essential. The CNSICMS must keep 
up date with current relevant research t o  ensure evidence-based 
practice and research utilisation. The CNSICMS must contribute to 
nursing research, which is relevant t o  hislher particular area of 
practice. 

Inter and intra-disciplinary consultations both internal and 
external are recognised as part of the contribution of the clinical 
nurse specialist t o  the promotion of improved patient management. 

Nursing practice has become more diverse than ever before and the boundaries of inter 
and intra disciplinary practices are becoming increasingly blurred. Daly & Carnwell (2003) 
note that in the UK context, 'confusion still abounds regarding the meaning, scope of 
practice, preparation for, and expectations of' new and advanced nursing roles. The lrish 
CNSICMSs are fortunate to  have a clear and guiding definition of the specialist role for 
the lrish healthcare setting. As reported by much of the U.K. and US. literature lack of 
role definition adds to  stress in the role (Bamford & Gibson, 2000). Having the National 
Council's CNSICMS role definition enables the CNSICMS and their managers at local level, 
t o  define and clarify the specialist roles in accordance with best practice. 



INTRODUCTION: Exploring the Definition & Core Concepts of the CNSICMS Role 

The National Council's definition (2001) identifies the characteristics and main functions 
of the CNSICMS role. The National Council provide further insight and definition of the 
components of the role via the five core concepts (table 2). The five core concepts are 
necessarily broad statements in order to be 'sufficiently capacious to  facilitate individual 
specialist activities from within and across all disciplines of the nursing (midwifery) 
profession in Ireland' (National Council, 2001). The National Council (2001) outline the 
core concepts as the common practices of the Clinical Nurse Specialist (Clinical Midwife 
Specialist) while recognising that individual specialities encompass unique knowledge and 
skills of their own. To enhance the development of specialist roles, from a planning and 
service need viewpoint, the National Council cite the International Council of Nurses 
(1992): 'orderly development' of the roles will expand the depth, breadth and rigor of 
nursing (midwifery) knowledge and expertise. 

The definition and five core concepts provide the CNSICMS with an insight into what the 
specialist nurse/midwife does, and are appropriate to convert into key performance 
indicators' for the CNSICMS to evaluate and compare their roles. 

Bousfield (1997) state 'the CNS is defined as a self-directed professional with considerable 
autonomy'. The manner in which the role is performed, however, 'will depend on many 
factors, among them professional competence, interpersonal skills and knowledge'. 
The five core concepts provide a framework for the CNSICMS to  assess and develop these 
dependent factors in their own specialist area. Before doing this, it is  worthwhile to look 
more closely at the five core concepts and what they mean to the CNSICMS. 

Clinical Focus - Direct & Indirect care 

Your clinical focus is naturally dependent on your specialist area, caseload and work 
systems employed by you and your organisation in the delivery of your specialist service. 
Clinical focus is divided into two categories - direct and indirect care (table 2 and 
Appendix 1) and must 'subscribe to the overall purpose, functions and ethical standards 
of nursing' (ICN 1992). The definition of the CNSICMS (National Council, 2001) assert that 
the 'specialist nurselmidwife will work closely with medical and para-medical colleagues 
and may make alterations in prescribed clinical options along agreed protocol driven 
guidelines'. This requires the development of such protocols but also that you are 
clinically competent and credible in your specialist area. This ensures the provision of 
individualised, holistic, quality patient care based on best practice. Your indirect clinical 
focus incorporates activities that influence others (members of the multidisciplinary team, 
family or other carers) in the provision of care (National Council, 2001). 
This involves your ability to challenge and improve current practice, to act as a clinical 
leader, a change agent and to empower others through knowledge. To be effective in 
your clinical role, the level of autonomy and decision-making you have in your practice 
must be explicit. 

' Performance Indicator = a method bv which to measure the dearee kev obiectives are achieved. 
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Patient Advocacy 

This i s  not a unique role of the CNSICMS or of nursing, as patientlclient advocacy is a 
sub-role of all health care professionals. However it is important function of the CNSICMS, 
especially in light of where you are placed in the health care service. The CNSICMS have a 
unique contact with the patientlclient and with other health professionals in the service. 
Your advocacy role goes beyond that of 'whistle blowing' to 'empowering patientslclients 
as consumers and autonomous decision makers' (Mallik 2000). Advocacy requires skills in 
communicating, informing, advising, counselling, negotiating and representing 
patientslclients values and decisions on a range of health issues related to  your specialist 
area. Advocacy can occur on a group or individual basis but will always require 
collaboration with other professionals in varying settings. 

Education and Training 

This relates to the formal and informal education and training opportunities for self and 
'staff development as well as patientlclient and family education (National Council, 2001). 
Again, the specifics of who the patientlclient and other staff are should be apparent in 
your job profile and relate to your specialist area. Training and education requires 
knowledge and skills in facilitation, needs analysis, communication, presentation and 
skills in establishing and evaluating an education programme for patients andlor staff. 

Audit and Research 

The role of the specialist involves auditing current practice and evaluating the quality of 
patient care (National Council, 2001). This requires that you are proactive in initiating and 
maintaining audit in order to assess the effectiveness of your service and to  improve the 
quality of patientlclient care. As a CNSICMS, you must be well read I informed and also 
involved in research utilisation and contributing to nursing research relevant to your 
specialist area. Audit and Research are discussed further in chapter three of the pack. 

Consultant 

This involves the CNSICMS acting as a specialist resource to  improve patientlclient 
management. The consultant - consultee relationship is  often complex. As a CNSICMS, 
you act as a consultant on issues within your remit, primarily specialist clinical nursing 
practice. The consultees may be members of the multidisciplinary team, nursing staff and 
other health professionals from within (internal) or outside (external) of your 
organisation. 

The above review of the CNSICMS core concepts and definition of the role are provided 
to assist you in relating the role of the specialist as per the National Council to  your 
specialist role and practice. Further examples of the application of the role to the 
specialist area are provided throughout the pack. 
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The pack recommends that you agree and plan changes'with your colleagues, line 
manager, users of your service and other relevant stakeholders. Changing the way you 
work i s  a complex process, which will only occur if frontline practitioners are actively 
engaged in leading the change. Although it is possible to  make changes in isolation, 
this is difficult, particularly as the CNSICMS role often means working closely with 
others as part of a multi-disciplinary team. 

The resource pack is one component of developing and enhancing your CNSICMS role. 
Others are you, the stakeholders in your role, such as your line manager, other health 
professionals you have a close working relationship with and your patientslclients. 
The use of education and other support mechanisms e.g. reflective practice, clinical 
supervision and development of local support forums will also develop and enhance your 
role. Searching the literature for the available evidence on your specialist area will 
highlight relevant information and ideas on the knowledge, skills and attitudes required 
to  enhance and maximise the effectiveness of your role. 





Chapter I 
CNSKMS Role Clarification & Planning 

"If professional nursing practice is to be valued, CNS posts must be well defined in 
relation to the nursing role. Lack of clarity in itself can lead to a diminution of the role as 
the CNS attempts to be 'all things to all people' (Hamric & Spross, 7983)" Bousfield, 1997. 



CHAPTER 1: CNSICMS Role Clarification & Planning 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will enable you to: 
Clarify your specialist role.' 
Identify the scope and boundaries to  your role. 

e Pin-point what is required of you to deliver the results expected in your role. 
e Construct a 'strategic plan' for your role. 

Chapter one is  sub-divided into five sections so each section can be read independently, 
allowing you to utilise the pack at your own pace. Throughout the chapter there are 
activities for you to carry out. You will also be directed to the appendices to  gain further 
information relevant to  clarifying and planning your role. 

Central to the processes outlined in this chapter are the National Council's definition and 
five core concepts of the clinical nurselmidwife specialist (CNSICMS) role. Chapter one 
assumes that you are familiar with the theory and practice of your specialist area as well 
as the definition and the five core concepts of the CNSICMS role. If you have not already 
done so, read the introduction of the pack - "Exploring the Definition and Five Core 
Concepts of the CNSICMS Role". This wi( provide you with a review of the specialist role 
and the expectations for your role. 

It is difficult to say how long each section in the chapter will take to  complete, in part 
this will depend on your own priorities and deadlines. It is  important that you take an 
all-inclusive and 'helicopter view' of your role. When working through chapter one, 
incorporate the views, expertise and expectations of colleagues, professional bodies, 
managers and clinicians. Therefore, when scheduling time for role evaluation and 
development activities, take into account the time involved in setting up meetings and 
waiting for replies from others. The group of specialists who piloted this role resource 
pack recommends the above approaches. 

The sections in chapter one are: 

1.1 Developing a Role Purpose Statement - Why does the role exist? 

A role purpose statement is recommended to ensure that there is  clarity regarding 
the reasons for your involvement in activities, prior to their engagement. This 
statement answers the questions why does this role exist at all and what is  it 
setting out to achieve? 

1.2 Reviewing your Key Performance Areas -What are the key areas within 
your role and how much time do you need to spend in each area? 

Here you are asked to identify which aspects of your role are on the critical path 
to achieving your overall role purpose. The National Council (April 2001) identified 
the five core concepts as performance areas. Your key performance areas should 
embrace these concepts. What has not been identified is how much time you need 
to spend in each area in order to achieve your role purpose. 

' A definition of  'role' from http:lldictionary.reference.comlsearch is "the characteristic and expected 
social behaviour of  an individual" or "a  function or position"; Task or function Collins Gem English 
Dictionary, 2000); Throughout the pack, the word role refers to your function or position held in your 
organisation. 



CNSICMS Role Clarification & Planning 
- - - 

-What precise activities are you 
carrying out and how do they link into your key performance areas? 

Section 1.3 examines the time spent on specific activities in each of the core concepts 
and compare that to the amount of time you think you should ideally be spending 
in that area or activity. Comparing the real with the ideal may encourage you to  
evaluate how efficiently you are utilising your time and highlight areas you would 
like to change. 

-Who are the people, groups, organisations 
influence your role? 

This section aids you to take a 'helicopter view' of your role and identify those 
people whose contributions are critical to the success or otherwise of your role. 
Also, this section will assist you to judge the strength of the identified stakeholders' 
influences and whether they are enablers or barriers to the achievement of your 
role. 

/ 

-What are the steps to be taken to achieve your 
long-term goals? 

Step 1: Establishing Strategic Direction -What is your vision for the future 
- your mission statement? 

Step 2: Gathering Information - Where are we now? This sub-section discusses 
stocktaking in your role & carrying out a SWOT analysis. 

Step 3: Analysing Present Situation - How will we achieve our goals? 
What are the key success factors? This sub-section involves how to set SMART 
objectives and outcome measures for your success factors. 

Step 4: Taking Strategic Action - develop operational plans to put your strategy 
in place. 

The final section on strategic planning asks you to concentrate on a deliberate planning 
process that assists you to achieve your role purpose and address components of your 
role you wish to develop. As an expert in your area of clinical practice, you are asked to 
visualise the future of your specialist role and to incorporate this vision for the future in 
the activities of your role. The National Council's definition and five core concepts of the 
CNSICMS role are used as a framework to review your role and to develop a realistic, 
relevant plan. This requires that your plan has a sensible timeframe attached, achievable 
milestones or targets and clearly states how you intend to achieve these milestones. 
Your strategic plan should also demonstrate the effectiveness of your role and your 
role's important contribution to patientlclient care and to nursinglmidwifery. 

Strategy = A plan of action to accomplish a specific goal http:dictionarv.reference.comlsearch: 'A 
means of achieving a desired end' or 'an organisation . . . sustaining its own existence; and 
enhancinq the lives of the ~ e o ~ l e  who interart with it' (R i rhar r lcnn  8 R ; r h = r r l m n  10071 
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MAKING ROLE CLARIFICATION & PLANNING (CHAPTER ONE) WORK. 

Chapter one of this pack asks you t o  peel back the layers around your role, compare your 
practice against the definition of the role as set out by the National Council. It is  
important that you consider your service, role activity and development needs with your 
patientslclients in mind and that you liaise with your manager to  discuss, agree and 
develop your professional role. Take each section of chapter one piece by piece. El ic i t  the 
views of your stakeholders t o  ensure your answers are more complete and reflect your 
patientlclient and organisations' needs. Whatever your objectives, developing a realistic 
and strategic plan for your role can only help to  achieve those objectives. Remember, 
throughout the process you have t o  differentiate between what is a realistic expectation 
and objective for your role and what is a "wouldn't it be nice if ..." objective but not one 
to  be pursued at present. This requires that you take stock of where you are now with 
your career and service development. 

It is important that your plan incorporates your values and attitudes, is well informed 
(from the literature and the 'consumers' of your service) and is looking to  the future 
needs of your patientslclients and your professional role. If you are new t o  your role or 
to  role evaluation and clarification, look t o  others for assistance e.g. a colleague and your , 

line manager. Realistically plan meetings and stick to  an agreed frequency and duration. 

Review your plans on a regular basis t o  ensure that milestones are being met. Celebrate 
and publicise your successes but also report where you are not realising your targets, 
stating why and what you are doing about it. This may mean amending your original 
plan, which may have been over ambitious to  start with. Revisions in your plans should be 
clearly communicated to relevant stakeholders. Your line manager often requires progress 
and interim reports and your strategic plan should assist you in compiling these reports. 
The five core concepts are central t o  this chapter and used as a framework to  guide your 
role development in all aspects of your role. However you still have control and can direct 
your role and plan to  meet your individual needs, your organisations' needs and the 
needs of your patientldient group under each of the core concept heading. 

1.1 ROLE PURPOSE STATEMENT 

A role or job purpose statement aims t o  answer the following questions; why does this 
role exist? What difference would it make if the role was not there? Thinking about the 
answer t o  these questions in relation to  your specialist role should help you t o  identify 
what your role purpose is. It is  vital that you have a clear understanding of what the key 
purpose of your role is, as it should be the foundation stone of any activities you do. 
I t  is important that you can articulate this purpose clearly t o  others. Later, you can use or 
develop your statement into actual standard statements as a performance measurement 
tool. To clarify and agree your role purpose statement may take longer than you think 
because of the potential diversity of the CNSICMS roles. There is a need t o  ensure your 
role statement reflects the National Council definition of the CNSICMS, your unique 
nursinglmidwifery care as well as meets the expectations of others in your organisation 
(e.g. patientlclients, managers and other relevant clinicians). 
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You may find it useful at this point t o  take time out and revise your knowledge of the 
definition and the five core concepts of the CNS/CMS role (National Council, 2001; 
Appendix 1). Revisiting your job description (if current) may also be worthwhile. 
With the above and your specialist area in mind, write out your role purpose statement, 
using the three prompts provided below in activity 1. Examples of statements are also 
provided. Review and validate your statement with a CNSICMS colleague, your manager 
and/or relevant clinician. 

Activity 1: Role Purpose Statement 

The aim of my role is 

In order to 

So that 

Example 1: Role purpose statement from CNSlCMS Pilot Group (2002-2003) 
The aim of the CNSICMS role is  t o  ensure that the specialised knowledge and skills in my 
area of speciality are utilised t o  facilitate the provision of a quality client focused service 
that enhances the health status of the population. 

Example 2: Imaginary Asthma Nurse Specialist: Role Purpose Statement 
The aim of my job is to  manage the five core concepts of my role as effectively and 
efficiently as possible, in order t o  continuously lead and establish a holistic, quality, 
people-centred, accountable and equitable nursing service in  asthma so that the goals of 
the National Health Strategy-better health care for everyone; fair access; responsive & 
appropriate care delivery & high performance are achieved for those with asthma and 
those caring for asthmatic patientslclients in my allocated region. 
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Please note from the pilot group's role purpose statement (example I) ,  the emphasis of 
ensuring the provision of a quality service to  your patientklient group was considered 
quite different from the specialist providing a quality service. For example the imaginary 
asthma nurse specialist, used as an example throughout this pack, cannot see all 
asthmatic patientklients in her region 1 area of work; but by educating staff on the front 
line, streamlining referrals t o  ensure she is  reviewing the patients who really need access 
t o  her and by evaluating the quality of patient care and the level of patient satisfaction, 
she may say she is doing her best t o  ensure that a quality service is being provided t o  all 
asthmatic patients in contact with her service. The following quote taken from literature 
discussing the CNS role, albeit in the US., reinforces the CNSKMS role influence on "the 
quality o f  nursing care delivered to a group o f  clients that is larger than the group 
actually and personally attended" (Bousfield, 1997): 

"Effective implementation o f  indirect care roles, such as teacher, researcher, change 
agent and role model, was viewed by Holt as essential if CNSs are to influence the 
quality o f  care in general rather than only for those for whom they provide direct 
care" (Spross & Baggerley, 1989: p30). 

1.2 THE FIVE CORE CONCEPTS AS KEY PERFORMANCE AREAS 

Once you have defined the purpose of your role, you can review the key performance 
areas required to  achieve your role purpose and maximise the effectiveness of your role. 

The five core concepts of the CNSICMS role (National Council April 2001) are key 
performance areas for the specialist role. They are discussed in the introduction and 
appendix 1 of the pack. Ensuring practice in each concept will maximise the potential of 
your role and ensure that your practice is  meeting the expectations of your guiding 
professional body, your own organisation and your role purpose statement. 

The amount of time you allocate t o  each concept has not been defined and the following 
exercises attempt to help you broadly identify or measure this for your role. I t  is 
recognised that the amount of time you spend on a specific core concept will fluctuate. 
Priorities regarding caseload, deadlines, changes in clinical practice and the structure of 
your services are some things that will influence the amount of time you spend on any 
given area. 

There are three columns to  fil l in and in column one you are asked to  priorities the 
importance of each core concept by ranking them on a scale of 1 - 5. Column two asks 
you to  estimate, on average, how much of your time you currently spend on an each 
concept and column three asks you how much time you believe, ideally, you should 
spend on each concept (key performance area) in order t o  meet the clear undertaking 
within your role purpose statement. 
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Activity 2: Reviewing the Core Concepts as Key Performance Areas 

Key Performance Area 

Clinical Focus 
Direct Patient Care & 
Indirect Patient Care 

Patient Advocacy 
-on Individual & Group basis 
- 

Education & Training 
Patient, Staff & Self 

Audit & Research 
Audit of current practice & 
quality of patientlclient care 
Research utilisation & 
contribution where possible 

Consultancy 
Inter & Intra-disciplinary; 
within and outside your service 1 
organisation 

Importance 
To Role (1-5) 

Current O/O 

of time 
Ideal O/O 

of time 

You may find it difficult to quantify how much time you spend on each core concept, 
thus it may be valuable to collect real information about your activities using a time log 
sheet or diary. This can assist you to identify the current amount of time you spend on 
activities and by grouping the activities under each core, and you can then estimate how 
much time you spend in each key performance area. The time log sheet or diary should 
be maintained for a month or at least a fortnight. How to  complete a time log diary 
(page 69) is discussed in more detail in chapter four of this pack. Appendix 2 has 
examples of a time log sheet and diary that you can keep on a daily basis. You may wish 
to modify this to reflect your specific activities and specialist area. 
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Example of Key Performance Area for Asthma CNS 

Below is  the packs' imaginary asthma CNS completed activity 2. 

-- - 

I Patient Advocacy 

Key Performance Area 

Clinical Focus 

1 Education & Training I 3 1 2% I 12% 

Importance 
to Role (1-5) 

1 

This imaginary 'CNS' is in post for three years, and has a large clinical caseload. Looking 
a t  her current patientklient and organisation needs, the Asthma CNS could see the value 
and importance of her clinical focus. Clinical focus is divided into direct and indirect care, 
the CNS on reflection, recognised the majority of her work was spent on providing 
direct patientlclient care. This meant excellent care was being provided to those who saw 
the CNS but she did not know about the care of those who were not referred to her 
service. Also, she recognised that some of her patientslclients no longer needed follow-up 
in her clinics yet there was no protocol to discharge them from her care. 
This meant her clinical caseload has consistently increased. 

Audit & Research 

Consultancy 

With regards to the 'education and training' and 'audit and research' components of 
her role, the asthma CNS could see these sub-roles were not being addressed as 
comprehensively as she would like 1 as per their importance ratings. By implementing 
education and audit strategies in her role, she will develop her indirect clinical focus and 
enhance the quality patient care to asthmatic patientslclients outside those she directly 

. attends and outside of the hours that she works. From this exercise this CNS could see 
the benefits of applying the other core concepts to her work and realised that current 

amount of time spent on clinical focus would reduce as other staff felt more competent 
dealing with asthmatic patients. 

Current O/O 

of time 

70% 

Ideal O/O 

of time 

46 % 

4 

2 

5% 

13% 

10% 

10% 
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1.3 CNSICMS ACTlVlTYlCONTACT ANALYSIS 

Having completed your job purpose statement and broadly reviewed time spent in each 
core concept I key performance area, it is  useful t o  identify the activities pertinent t o  
your role in each core concept. The CNSICMS activity analysis sheet (activity 3) assists you 
to develop a clear picture of your regular activities and the time you spend on each 
activity. This is  your opportunity t o  reflect on your actual work pattern. 
When completing the CNSICMS activity analysis sheet, take into account preparation 
time under each heading. Estimate your answers by calculating the amount of time 
spent on specific activities over an average fortnight or month. Refer t o  your time log 
sheets or diary (appendix 2) to  review your precise activities and t o  ensure you include 
them all. You may wish t o  add other activities than those mentioned on the activity 
analysis sheet overleaf or be more specific about your activities e.g. under direct contact 
with patientslclients, use subheadings of clinic contacts, ward or unit visits and home 
visits. 

The following three-step approach is recommended when completing the activitylcontact 
analysis (Hartley & Cowe, 1997). You will need two copies of the activity sheet t o  

/ 
complete the activity analysis. A copy of the CNSICMS activitylcontact analysis sheet and 
a blank activity sheet is  available for you t o  modify, copy and distribute in appendix 3. 

STEP 1: Complete one table t o  reflect your current working practices over an average 
fortnight I month. You may identify a discrepancy between the time spent and 
importance columns, for example aspects ranked of low importance may be taking up 
large amount of time. 

STEP 2: Complete a second table, reflecting your ideal job structure. 

STEP 3: Compare the columns in the two tables. This may highlight, for example, that 
currently administration and clerical scores highly, when in your ideal role this is not a 
priority. 

When comparing your scores, i f your regular activities are not helping you to achieve 
your role purpose statement and fulfil a core concept of your role, you need to  ask 
yourself why are you spending time on these activities? 

Literature shows that the CNS has been susceptible to  role conflict and role ambiguity, 
both of which can be frustrating and stressful (Bamford & Gibson, 2000; Glen & 
Waddington, 1998 and Hamric & Taylor, 1989). Glen and Waddington (1998) explain 
that role conflict occurs when the expectations of two or more key stakeholders are 
incompatible; while role ambiguity occurs when there is lack of clarity regarding what 
those expectations actually are. 

It is important that you share a common vision and expectations for your role with your 
manager and other relevant key stakeholders. Hartley & Cowe (1997), who developed 
the original activity1 contact analysis sheet upon which this sheet was based, recommend 
asking a manager to  also complete the table: this "allows you to  reflect their 
(your manager's) expectations of your working patterns and compare this t o  your actual 
work, as a trigger for further discussion". You could also ask a colleague and a relevant 
clinician to  complete an activity analysis sheet. 
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ACTIVITY 3: CNSICMS Act iv i ty lContac t  Analys is Sheet  

0 = n o  t ime 
5 = a great deal 
o f  t ime 

Impor tance  

0 = n o  importance 
5 = very important 

CLINICAL FOCUS: D i rec t  & Ind i rec t  Care 
Direct contact w i th  patientslclients- 

Individual 

G~OUDS 
Direct contact w i th  nurses re ~atientslclients- I 
Direct contact w i th  doctors re patientslclients- 1 
Direct contact w i th  other non-healthcare I 
professionals about patientslclients 

Direct contact w i th  other healthcare 
professionals about patientslclients 

Direct contact w i th  relatives about 
patientslclients I 
Telephone advice patients I clients 1 

Healthcare professionals 1 

PATIENT ADVOCACY 

Negotiating & representing 1 
Individual patient 1 client 

Patientlclient Croup 

EDUCATlON & TRAINING 
PatientlClient & Family Education 

Teaching I training other colleagues and other 
health professionals 
Self I Personal I Professional updating 

I 

AUDIT & RESEARCH 
Participating i n  audit  
Participatinq I contributinq t o  research 

CONSULTANT Inter or  lntra Disciplinary 
Internal Consultations 
External Consultations 

OTHER A d d  in other activities; ideally y o u  
should link most activities t o  a core concept 

Admin. I Clerical (arranging meetings, wr i t ing 
notes, reports, filing, photocopying etc.) 
Travelling 
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1.4 IDENTIFICATION OF KEY STAKEHOLDERS IN YOUR ROLE 

To know the environment you work in and to  manage it effectively you need to  identify 
your stakeholders and work out how best t o  relate to  them. "A stakeholder is  an 
individual or group who has a direct specific investment in  the success and well-being of 
an organisation" (Cornelius, 2001 p378). In this situation, you can replace 'organisation' 
with 'professional role'. There are many ways you may like t o  identify your relevant 
stakeholders, simply by listing them or you can represent them in a 'satellite' or 'network' 
diagram such as illustrated below in figure 1, adapted from the UK trust 'Specialist Role 
Evaluation Pack' (Hartley & Cowe, 1997). 

When considering your stakeholders, policies and legislation can have a significant 
influence on your professional role and may be considered a stakeholder. A blank copy of 
a network diagram is available to  copy in appendix 4 or you can sketch your own 
diagram on a blank page. You can vary the size, shape or colour of the 'satellite(s)' t o  
reflect their relevance to your role. You can add notes or use call out boxes from each 
stakeholder denoting the pluses and minuses of the relationship, for example giving 
patient care may be a very positive aspect of your role, but may also be a negative 
influence if an excessive caseload exists. I t  is  also important t o  clarify the type of 
influence (positive or negative), strength (strong or weak) and likelihood of them 
influencing you in your professional role. Figure 2 overleaf helps you do this. 

Figure 1: A Network diagram of Potential Stakeholders for Asthma CNS 
(Adapted from Hartley & Cowe, 1997) 

+ Rewarding - Excessive 
clinical case load 

Patient / Client 

Patient / Client 

Altranais 

National Council - pi ,+ 
& GPS 
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Having identified your stakeholders it is important to ascertain how significant each 
stakeholder is  to  you. Ask yourself the following: how likely is  the stakeholder to impact 
on the success of your role? What is the direction of their influence (supportive or 
competitive i.e. positive or negative)? How strong or weak is  their influence on your role? 
Then with the answers in mind, plot your stakeholders in the following diagram 
(figure 2; IPA, 2001). This should help you to judge the strength and likelihood of the 
stakeholders influence or power in relation to  your role. 

Strength 
of 
Influence 

Direction of Influence 

Positive Negative 

Figure 2: Mapping Stakeholders Interest (IPA, 2001) 

Stakeholders can affect you, whether you know it or not. Obviously, no stakeholder 
should be ignored or excluded and it is important that you are communicating with all 
your stakeholders. The proposed benefit of this activity is  to help you priorities the 
frequency and urgency of your communications. IPA (2001) explains that by knowing 
your stakeholders and their interests, you can begin to  anticipate their behaviour and 
adjust your behaviour accordingly. Any stakeholder that you rate as having a strong 
influence on your role will require careful management. It is wise for you to be aware of 
what leverage or bargaining power you have to counterbalance your stakeholders' 
control. You will be most concerned with those who have a potentially high impact 
(negative or positive) and also are most likely to affect your role. In the healthcare 
environment where collaboration and partnership are required for optimal patient care, 
you may often build an interdependent relationship with your stakeholders (IPA, 2001). 
You acknowledge that you cannot be independent of them and open channels of 
communication to explicitly agree to  join forces because of the mutual benefits for 
you, your patienffclient group and other stakeholders. 

Strategy = Overall Plan (Collins Gem English Dictionary, 2000) 
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1.5 STRATEGIC PLANNING 

Though the CNSICMS works in the unpredictable clinical environment, they are expected 
to carry out their role in a structured and forward-looking manner. You are further 
expected to achieve your role purpose, apply each of the five core concepts to your role, 
utilise your skills in an effective and efficient manner, up-skill other staff in the general 
care of your specialist patienffclient group; all whilst demonstrating awareness of your 
future in your present activities. To implement such a strategy*, which takes into account 
all five core concepts of the specialist role and is  supported by a realistic, robust plan, the 
following steps (table 1.1) are recommended: The information you have collected so far 
will assist you in formulating your role's plan. 

TABLE 1.1: Steps in Developing a Strategic Direction 
Using the definition of the CNSICMS and the care concepts as a framework 

1 Establish strategic direction - develop a mission statement 

1. 2 Gather information / stocktaking - conduct a SWOT analysis 

1 I 3 Analyse present situation - Key Success Factors 

4 Set SMART objectives 

5 Set outcome measures 

6 Take strategic action - develop operational plans 

STEP 1: DEVELOP A MISSION STATEMENT 
Your mission statement is a shared understanding and a vision of the future of your role 
in your specialist area. It establishes the direction and purpose of your role, and indicates 
the values and beliefs of your organisation and specialist area, and it lays down 
guidelines for the way you conduct your work. Ultimately, the mission statement 
establishes a framework in which strategy, priorities, plans and work assignments can 
be developed. Table 1.2 outlines the characteristics of a mission statement. 

/ TABLE 1.2: Features Of A Mission Statement (CMT Ltd. 2002) 

Inspirational in the way it presents the future 

Clear and challenging 
Enduring but not rigid or restrictive 

Focused, gives a sense of purpose 

Future orientated, honouring the past 

* Guiding, provides direction, establishes guidelines, not rules 

Strategy = Overall Plan (Collins Gem English Dictionary, 2000) 
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By agreeing with your key stakeholders your mission statement for your role and service, 
you will ensure unanimity of purpose and provide a basis or standard statement that 
specifies your role purpose and expected level of practice. This can be translated into 
objectives in such a way that quality, cost, time and performance parameters can be 
assessed. Your mission statement should incorporate the National Council's (2001) 
definition and five core concepts of the role. These are evidence-based and provide a 
basis and framework for benchmarking' your role. Table 1.3 suggests what the contents 
of your mission statements should be. 

I TABLE 1.3: Components Of An Effective Mission Statement 
(CMT Ltd. 2002) 

Who your customers are 

What your services are 

Your concern for continuous quality improvement 

Your philosophy of care 

Self concept - Your strengths and concern for public 

Concern for others (demonstrate your attitude towards other staff) 

The steps involved in reviewing an existing mission statement (Appendix 5 option 1) 
or formulating a mission statement (Appendix 5, option 2) are provided by Change 
Management Training (CMT Ltd. 2002) as a template for you to develop your own mission 
statement. 

STEP 2: GATHER INFORMATION I SWOT ANALYSIS 

SWOT or TOWS analysis (depending on which way you wish to approach it) is a 
particularly useful technique to  gain insight into your role and your overall performance 
in your specialist area. The SWOT analysis must take into account both the internal and 
external environment in which you work. The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats will be factors identified by you in relation to your role purpose. Gather 
information from a variety of sources e.g. patientslclients, line manager, clinician(s), other 
specialists and nursing literature regarding your specialist area. If you find this exercise 
difficult to do alone, try pairing up with a colleague. This exercise may also raise issues 
that require liaison with your manager or a relevant clinician to discuss and possibly 
resolve. The questions in activity 4 are some suggestions from the piloted UK NHS Trust 
pack (Hartley & Cowe, 1997) and you may be able to  identify more questions applicable 
to your individual situation. Use a blank sheet or a page divided in quarters to answer 
the questions. Use the information gathered to identify areas in which you are doing 
'less well' than you wish and which you may like to address in the future. Also identify 
aspects of your role in which you are excelling in and may wish to maintain or develop 
further in the future. Identified factors may include your caseload activity, the level of 
autonomy you have in your practice and the decision-making processes involved in your 
specialist area. 

Benchmarking= a process through which best practice is identified and continuous improvement 
pursued through comparison and sharing. (DOH, 1999) 
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ACTJVITY 4: SWOT Analysis (adapted from Hartley & Cowe, 1997) 

Strengths - 
What are the best aspects of your service and the care you give? 
What positive feedback have you had? 
Does your role fit in well with the National Council definition (2001) and 
demonstrate integration of the five core concepts into your role? 
What are you proud of? 
What do you think you are most valued for (by patients I clients 1 other 
consumers of your service / manager)? 

Weaknesses - 
What are your concerns about the service you provide? 
Do colleagues poorly understand your contribution? 
What are the difficulties organisationally in delivering your service? 
What criticisms could patients/clients I other consumers 1 managers have, or 
what, i f  any complaints are you aware of? 

Opportunities - 
How could your patients benefit by developing your services? 
Are there clients, who could benefit from your service that you are currently 
not reaching? 
What innovative ideas have you had? 
What has been identified at any performance reviews relating to  youlyour role? 

Threats 

Where are changes in other parts of the service affecting your work, i.e. changes 
internal 1 external t o  your work and organisation? 
Where do you sense there is lukewarm support for, or even opposition to, 
your work? 
Are there issueslproblems with your funding? 
Is changing skill mix affecting your work? 

STEP 3: ANALYSE YOUR PRESENT SITUATION - KEY SUCCESS FACTORS 

What are your role's key success factors? The five core concepts are components of your 
role. When applied t o  your role, they increase your likelihood of succeeding in the 
delivery of an effective, appropriate specialist service for your patientklient group. 
The easiest way to  identify what your key success factors are is t o  ask yourself the 
following question: "From a customer's viewpoint, what are the key things you have t o  
do right to  succeed?" You may wish t o  approach this by looking at key success factors 
under each core concept. The answers you provide in each area will identify what you 
need to accomplish I focus on if your mission statement is  t o  become a reality. 

These factors will later be turned into objectives for your strategic plan (step four). 
When you have identified your key success factors, carry out a self-assessment t o  identify 
your developmental need in each factor. Rate yourself on a scale of one t o  six, where a 
score of one indicates that you are very poor in that area and a six means that there is no 
room for improvement. 
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Activity 5: Key Success Factors (KSF) 

Using the 5 core concepts as a framework, l ist below 
what you believe are the key success factors 
for your role & service 

1. Clinical Focus Order o f  Importance 

2. Patient Advocacy Order o f  lmportance 

3. Education & Training Order o f  Importance 

4. Audit & Research Order o f  Importance 

5. Consultancy Order o f  Importance 

ielf - assessme 
'ating (1 - 6) 

Key success factors should be linked t o  goals which your specialist area or organisation 
aim t o  achieve over a given period of  time. Using the five core concepts as a framework 
allows you t o  develop a plan in all aspects o f  your role. Step 4 assists you t o  set 
objectives for your priority key success factor(s), under each of  the five core concepts. 
Start with those success factors f rom activity 5, where you identified the greatest 
development need. 
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STEP 4: SET SMART OBJECTIVES 

Objectives for your role are necessary to  be able to  define what i s  t o  be achieved in a given 
timescale. To ensure that an objective is effective, use the SMART acronym: 

Specific 
Measurable 
Achieveable and Agreed 
Realistic 1 relevant 
Time bound 

To set your objectives; take your priority key success factors (KSF) i.e. the factors where 
you have identified the greatest development need and consider where you would like 
to be in five years with this KSF. Form a vivid picture for yourself of what things will be 
like in five years time for this key success factor. Then set SMART objectives for the 
short, medium and long term for each priority KSK in every core concept area. 

/ 

Examples of short-term SMART objectives for the pack's asthma nurse specialist could be 
as follows: 

1. Clinical Focus 

Direct Care: By the end of the year, set up an OPD nurse-led clinic t o  
follow-up new patients to service. 

Indirect Care: By the year- end to  have established a telephone support 
service for parents of newly diagnosed asthmatic children, 
up to six months post diagnosis. 

2. Patient Advocacy - on an individual or group basis 

Group Advocacy: 
To represent the needs and values of asthmatic patients a t  the quarterly 
departmental service review meetings. 

3. Education & Training - self, patient or staff 

Staff: By the year end, the CNS will have completed a learning needs 
analysis for nursing staff on medical and A&E units in relation to  
asthma and will have developed and implemented a time bound 
action plan to  meet those identified needs. 
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4. Audit & Research 

Audit: By the end of the year, the CNS will have carried out a patient 
satisfaction survey about the care received from the CNS during 
their OPD contact. 

Research: The nurse-led clinics implemented and evaluated in OPD by the 
CNS will be based on the 'best in class' practice and emerging 
issues that may be relevant for future research will be noted and 
discussed with the relevant persons. 

5. Consultancy - inter and intra-disciplinary 

Intra-disciplinary: 
By the year end, the CNS in asthma will circulate her phone 
number, inform nursing staff in the hospital and the community of 
her presence in the organisation and be available to  other nursing 
colleagues internally and externally for consultation with regards 
to  clinical practice in order t o  improve patient management. 

Steps involved in settina obiectives: 

If one of your priority key success factors was t o  provide person-centred holistic care t o  all 
patients/clients, consider where you expect t o  be in five years time in relation to this 
success factor. Form a vivid picture in your mind of what things will be like in five years 
time for this issue. Then come back from that clear picture in the future t o  today and 
consider the steps that will be required to  achieve that vision of the future. First, identify 
what needs t o  be done in the next twelve months (short-term) if this success factor is  to  
move closer t o  that five-year place. Then, you can decide what you need t o  do in the 
medium (next 24 months or so) and long-term (year 3- 5) t o  achieve your long-term, 
five-year objective in this success factor. 

Write a robust statement that outlines your objective and meets the SMART criteria. 
Select the most important factor you need t o  address in this 'review period' or first 
twelve months. Initially, this may include developing your knowledge on 'person centred 
care'. This is a short-term objective; what you are going t o  do in this review period to 
achieve your key success factor. Your SMART objective might read as follows: "I will have 
read five peer reviewed, evidence based articles on person-centred care by December 
2003". 

The short, medium and long-term objectives should show development along a 
continuum of initiation, implementation and evaluation in the attainment of your five 
year objective. In this example, you have a short- term objective of increasing your 
knowledge of person centre care by reading evidence-based literature on the topic over 
the next few months. A SMART medium term objective could be: "By December 2004, 1 
will pilot and evaluate a six month programme t o  introduce individualised care plans 
for asthmatic patientlclients that I see on ward B". A long-term objective could be "to 
establish and evaluate a person centred care pathway for all asthmatic patientslclients 
that are admitted to  the medical wards by December 2006". Appendix 6 provides a 
template to  write your own objectives (CMT Ltd, 2002), one copy is required for each 
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STEP 5: SET OUTCOME MEASURES FOR EACH CORE CONCEPT 

How are you going to measure the success of your role and the achievement of your 
objectives? It is important to define the outcomes you expect from your role and indicate 
clearly all the significant factors that determine success i.e. what will you define success 
as. Consider the 'what if' factors from the onset as your outcomes should not be open 
to misinterpretation and again should be SMART. In your strategic plan, your outcomes 
may be service outcomes, patientklient outcomes or your own professional development 
outcomes. 

The factors considered when setting outcomes usually refer to  time, cost, quality & 
quantity. Pairing up with a colleague, manager or clinician will help you set agreed 
outcomes for your strategic plan. Chapter seven in Quality & Fairness A Health System for 
You (Gov. of Ireland, 2001) details the National Health Strategy action plan for each of 
the national goals. Review these actions to see which relate to you and your service. 
Assess whether this action should be an expected outcome for your role, or whether any 
of your present outcomes directly relate to  an action. Now is also a good time to  view 

/ best practice sites and documents to see if there are any pre-set performance indicators' 
from Quality & Fairness or clinical benchmarking* that you can use when deciding your 
role outcomes under each core concept. In 2002 National Project Teams and the DoH&C 
developed a set of 68 performance indicators covering eleven 'care groups'. These care 
groups cover Health Promotion, Overall Health, Primary Care, Acute Services, Ambulance 
Services, Mental Health Services, Child and Adolescent Services, Child Care, Older Persons, 
Disability Services and Social Inclusion. 

Performance Indicators (Pl's) identify the output (end result) that must be attained and 
become targets or performance milestones to be reached by individuals or organisation. 
Measurement of your practice against these indicators highlights performance. 
By monitoring trends in performance you can see at a glance whether objectives are 
being met or if plans are going awry. By using pre-set, evidence-based, performance 
indicators you can compare your practice and role against peers. Through benchmarking, 
you can see possibilities, diagnose shortfalls in performance, as well as aid feedback in a 
continuous quality improvement approach. Visit www.beacon.nhs.co.uk. to  see view any 
benchmarking sites or practices of interest to your specialist area. 

Chapter three provides examples of outcomes (p58-60) for the pack's nurse specialist that 
may provide you with useful ideas for outcomes associated with your role. The following 
explains the components of a SMART outcome, outlining the measures or milestones the 
packs' Asthma CNS could use to demonstrate how a previous audit objective is  being 
achieved. 

' Performance Indicator = a method by which to measure the degree key objectives are achieved. 
* Benchmarking = a process through which best practice is identified and continuous improvement 
pursued through comparison and sharina (DOH, 1999). 
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Example o f  SMART Outcome Measure for the Pack's Asthma CNS 

A SMART outcome for the short-term 'audit objective' regarding the CNS carrying out a 
patient satisfaction survey (p17) could be: 

"There is an evidence-based patient satisfaction survey tool, appropriate to  CNS 
patientslclients, developed and implemented in OPD within the first three months of 
the clinic being set up. 
A standard statement, based on evidence, outlining the expected level of satisfaction 
is developed within the first three months of the clinic being set up. 
By the yearend, documented evidence of ongoing audit of patient satisfaction 
surveys against agreed standard is available. 
By the yearend, action plans in place to address aspects where poor performance 
identified 
By the yearend, results demonstrate a high level of patientlclient satisfaction with 
the care received from the CNS in the OPD setting". 

This objective and outcome relates to actions 48 & 63 of the Quality & Fairness Health 

/ Strategy (Gov. of Ireland, 2001). How the objective is to be measured is clearly stated. 
An evidence-based definition of what is considered a 'high level' of satisfaction and 
reference to the type and frequency of the audits should be clarified and agreed 
within the outcome definition. This covers any 'what if' situations. 

STEP 6: TAKING STRATEGIC ACTION 

The final step in developing a strategic plan for your role is to write a systematic plan 
detailing how you will achieve each of your objectives and outcomes that you have been 
set to date. This is  known as an outline or operational plan. It is vital this planning 
identifies all of the issues such as resource requirements, interim deadlineslreview dates, 
people responsible, and performance indicators/outcome measurement. Time spent on 
the planning stage will reap rewards. 
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Example from Pack's Imaginary Asthma CNS 

Having completed the steps 3,4 and 5, the individual tasks required to achieve your 
objective should now be fairly evident to you. The outline plan necessary for the pack's 
imaginary asthma CNS previous 'audit objective' may include the following: The CNS in 
Asthma surveys a random selection of ten patients each month who attend her OPD clinic 
for newly diagnosed asthmatics. She would use a validated or 'best in class' tool to elicit 
patientlclient satisfaction with the nurse-led clinics. The data is  collated on a regular two 
monthly basis, the results communicated to relevant persons, and an action plan 
implemented to correct any deviations from the norm or best practice as necessary. 
The outline plan also includes 'resource requirements', (financial & human) to survey the 
patients e.g. cost of printing, sending out and collating the questionnaires andlor cost of 
one hour per week of CNSICMS's time protected to carry out audit. 

The 'interim deadlines' are set review dates e.g. 1st survey due for completion by end of 
March, report written and disseminated to relevant personnel by end of April and 
October; meetings and action plan agreed by end of May and continuous re-auditing of ' patients will be ongoing throughout the year. Identify responsibility for each stage and 

' how you will measure progress throughout the duration of the objective. This is  written 
down under the headings of responsibility and performance measurement indicators. 
Quality is  addressed if the process involves review of the literature and benchmarking of 
practice and should also be referenced in your outline plan as appropriate. 
Appendix 7 has a template for completing an outline or operational plan. 

In summary, your finalised strategic plan for your specialist role should use the five core 
concepts as a framework, follow a step-by-step approach and reflect best practice. 
If all the steps are covered you will have an effective plan. This strategic planning 

process will also be useful for any future service or business plan in which you may be 
involved. Below (table 1.4) is a summary of suggested headings for your strategic plan 
document. 

TABLE 1.4: Suggested Outline For A CNSICMS Strategic Plan 

I Background to your role I your service, outlining where you are now. I 1 Mission statement for your role. I 
Strategic objectives for your role, outlining where you want to be in the future 
under each core concept to the role. 

Outcome measures in terms of time 1 cost and Quality. 

Outline I operational plan to outline changes which are required to make your 
plan work, how performance will be measured and review dates. 

'Strategy is the route to be followed in order to realise vision and overall purpose' 
(Harrison, 2000 p290). 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter one of the role resource pack was primarily concerned with reflecting, clarifying 
and planning for the future of your role and specialist service. I t  involved self and peer 
assessment of the activities you do in order t o  achieve your role purpose. 
Logically, chapter two of the pack should ask you to  reflect on the competencies* 
required of you t o  carry out the activities within the core concepts of your role. 
Chapter two will enable you to: 

Self-assess your own developmental need in each of the competencies 
you identify for your role. 
Create a personal development plan. 
Commence a personal and professional portfolio.' 

An Bord Altranais (2000) defines competence as "the ability of the registered nurse1 
midwife to  practice safely and effectively, fulfiling hislher professional responsibility 

.within hislher scope of practice". The common components and attributes of a 
competent person in nursing were collated by the Australian Nursing Council are cited in 

' the Irish "Scope of Practice" document (An Bord Altranais, 2000: p21). They include: 

Practical and technical skills 
Communication and interpersonal skills 
Organisation and managerial skills 
The ability t o  practice safely and effectively, utilising evidence-based practice 
Having a problem solving approach to  care, utilising critical thinking 
Being part of a MDT demonstrating professional attitude 
Accepting responsibility 
Being accountable for one's own practice. 

Many of these competencies can be adapted for specialist practice or you can discover 
more competencies specific t o  your specialist area by searching the nursing literature for 
reviews of similar specialist roles. 

* Competence = the ability to practice safely and effectively, fulfiling your professional responsibility 
within your scope of practice (An Bord Altranais, 2000) 
' Portfolio = a private collection of evidence which demonstrates the continuing acquisition of skills, 
knowledge, attitudes, understanding and achievement (Brown, 1995) 
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2.1 COMPETENCIES OF THE CLINICAL NURSE / MIDWIFE SPECIALIST 

The National Council (2001) state 'the definition (of the CNSICMS) and underlying core 
concepts outline the desired level of knowledge, experience and abilities of this specific 
group of professionals". The criteria for the post holder include that the person must 
have extensive experience and clinical expertise, must be competent, must demonstrate 
evidence of continuing professional development and be educated to  higher diploma 
level or above (National Council, 2001). 

To date, specific competencies have not been formally identified for the CNSICMS; 
however there is ample international nursing literature referring t o  the wide range of 
knowledge, skills and attributes necessary for a CNSICMS and/or associated with positive 
outcomes in the CNSICMS role. Marshall & Luffinham (1998) l i s t  generic core 
competencies devised by 43 specialists nurses in a UK trust, under the headings of clinical 
focus, educator, researcher and change agent. Roberts-Davis & Read (2001) in their 
research on the similarities and differences between nurse practitioners and CNSs in the 
UK, discuss the domain of nursing and managerial skills that are part of the CNS role; 
Armstrong (1999) and Chuk (1997) studied the range of CNS roles in the UK and in doing 
so, l i s t  some of the expected skills and competencies in each sub-role; many of which are 
mentioned in the introduction to  this pack 'Exploring the definition and five core 
concepts of the CNSICMS role'. 

Bousfield's (1997) study into the experiences of the CNS in the UK discusses barriers and 
enablers to the CNS role and in doing so, highlights some key competencies of the CNS 
role: leadership skills, expert knowledge, time management skills, role evaluation skills 
and empowerment of self and others. Cattenni & Knowles (1999) describe a framework, 
devised by a group of CNSs in an acute NHS trust hospital, for assessing the five key roles 
of the CNS using core competencies. The five key roles identified were: "to be the 
acknowledged nurse expert in a specified clinical subject within the trust; t o  be the major 
source in the trust of current research-based practice in their specified subject; t o  provide 
professional support and back-up to  staff and patients in the clinical field which they are 
an acknowledged expert; t o  manage their individual workload effectively; t o  be an 
effective communicator". Each key role has a designated standard of competency that 
can be measured via the 'mode of achievement'. Cattenni also discusses Waller's (1997) 
'X Factor' in specialist nursing practices. The features of the 'X Factor' include "expert 
problem solving skills, recognition of changing professional boundaries, flexible cross 
boundary working and the capacity t o  bring about change". Davies & Hughes when 
discussing the characteristics and competencies of advanced nursing practice identified 
eight areas of competence, which included "clinical expertise; critical thinking and 
analytical skills; clinical judgement and decision making; leadership and management; 
communication; problem solving; collaboration; and education and research". 
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Another source of competencies for the CNSICMS is your job description I profile. 
A current job description should outline your role and responsibilities but also l i s t  the 
competencies required for the role. This is  often found in the 'job specification' section. 

The Office for Health Management (OHM), following the Commission on Nursing 
recommendations, identified management competencies for nursing and midwifery 
management positions (OHM, 2000). Each competency is  linked to  'behavioural 
indicators'. Widely researched, many of the generic and front-line manager competencies 
may also apply to  the CNSICMS role. They are listed in table 2.1: 

TABLE 2.1: Nursing Management Comp 
Generic 

Promoting evidence-based decision 
making 
Building and maintaining relationship 

.* Communication and influencing 
relationships 

/*  Service initiation and innovation 
:* Resilience and composure 

Integrity and ethical stance 
Sustained personal commitment 
Practitioner competence and 
professional credibility 

tencies (TOHM, 2000) 
Front line level 

Planning and organisation of activities 
and resources 
Building and leading the team 
Leading on clinical Practice and 
service quality 

You can complete a self-assessment on-line by visiting the OHM'S newly revised "Learning 
& Self Discovery Centre" Q www.tohm.ie. Peer and managerial assessment on-line and a 
guide to developing a personal plan are also available. This i s  a free service. When you 
collate your scores, your results are categorised into varying degrees of developmental 
need. A word of caution, remember that these tools are aimed at nurselmidwife 
managers rather than at those people who are following a clinical career pathway. 
The five core concepts are an appropriate framework for the identification of the 
competencies required for your role. Reviewing your competencies under each concept 
will safeguard you from omitting competencies applicable to any particular component 
of your role. 

In brief, to identify the competencies required for your specialist role, you are 
recommended to search the literature in relation to  your specialist area, to  the topic in 
general and to review your job description. The National Council (2001) note that 
"Paramount to the current and continuing development of the CNS role is the 
demonstration of accountable professional responsibility and service to the clientlpatient 
group". Although accountability is linked to autonomy and authority, it presumes the 
practitioner has already achieved competence. 
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Elliot (cited by Smith, 1998) said at a UK conference in the UK, titled CNS, The Route to  
Future Practice 'compared to  ordinary (non-specialist) nurses, if you describe yourself as 
a specialist, the expectations of employers and patients are higher and the law demands 
higher standards of care from you1. Thus it follows that as a CNSICMS, there is a need 
to  keep up to  date in order t o  maintain competence and clinical credibility and to  fulfil 
patientlclient, professional and legal expectations. Keeping up t o  date is not an easy 
task and access to required educational opportunities and study days is not always 
available to  every CNSICMS. To overcome this, the development of a personal 
development plan provides you with a powerful tool t o  access the educational 
opportunities you require. If agreed with your manager, it is more likely t o  succeed. 

2.2 STEPS IN FORMULATING A PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

A personal development plan (PDP) is  considered a useful tool t o  help individuals plan 
and meet their development needs. Taylor, 2000 wrote that PDPs should include: 

/Set objectives for the short, medium and long term; 
'criteria for measuring whether the employee has achieved their objectives; 
Set action plan for how she or he will achieve the objectives and 
Set dates for evaluation and review. 

To become a reality, a PDP needs support - often financial, always human. Newcomers to  
a job or role should formulate personal development plans at an early stage. This should 
occur with assistance from their managers and mentors (two should be different). 
To be of value, your PDP should be regularly updated and take account of your 
professional development needs, the requirements of your practice and your personal 
ambitions. If you have not already, use this opportunity t o  agree with your manager 
that your PDP will become a shared document that you both agree and regularly review. 
Pedlar, Burgoyne and Boydell (1978, cited in Harrison 2000, p353) recommend four 
stages in developing a PDP. 

I Table 2.2: Personal Development Planning: Pedlar, Burgoyne & Boydell (1978) 

1. Self-assessment - following individual careful analysis o f  their work & life situation, 
rating oneself in each area o f  the job. 

I 2. Diagnosis - identification o f  learning needs and their prioritisation. 1 
3. Action planning - identification o f  objectives, aids & hindrances to action; the 
determination o f  resources (including people) needed to carry out the action plan; and 
an agreed timescale. 

4. Monitoring and review - monitoring & review processes must be determined, and 
a timescale established for those processes to take place. 
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STEP 1: Self-assessment 

Following careful analysis of the literature, your individual work and life situation, your 
job description and the definition of the CNSICMS role (Appendix I), outline in activity 
six below, what you feel are the key competencies that you require to  be effective in your 
position. Once you have identified the competencies, decide on their order of importance 
(relative to your role) and briefly indicate why you think the competency is important t o  
your role. The five core components of your CNSICMS role are suggested headings under 
which to  review your competency needs. 

Activity 6: Identification & Prioritising Competencies Required for your Role? 

COMPETENCY IMPORTANCE BRIEFLY, WHY IS IT IMPORTANT? 
RATING 

CLINICAL FOCUS 

PATIENT ADVOCACY 

I I 

EDUCATION & TRAINING 

1 AUDIT & RESEARCH 1 1 

1 CONSULTANCY I I 
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Step 2: Diagnosis 

Write out the competencies you identified in order of importance in activity 7 overleaf. 
Make a note of your current level of competence I ability for each of the ten or so 
competencies you have prioritised as important t o  your role. To assess your level of 
competence, reflect on how well you are achieving in relation to  the competency and 
then score your ability, using a scale of 1-10. Score yourself a '10' if you feel you have no 
room for improvement and a '1' if you feel that you do not display this competency at all. 
You decide. The last column asks you to  briefly state the actions that you will take t o  
address any development needs you may have identified. 

If all your actions to  address your development need relate to  attending formal 
education and training programmes, you may not have thought about this in the broad 
manner required. Are there any others ways you can gain the necessary experience, 
knowledge, skills and attitudes? Table 2.3 provides a l i s t  of some common learning 
strategies. 

I TABLE 2.3: Common Learning Strategies (Adapted from CMT Ltd Manual, 2002) 

1. On the job training I in-service training 
2. Library I journal clubs 
3. One to one coaching by relevant 

personnel 
4. Additional assignments 
5. Rotational assignments 
6. Readings in books and journals 
7. Cross training and mentorship 
8. Shadowing another performer 

9. Visits t o  other sites 
10. Correspondence courses 
1 1. Evening classes 
12. Computer assisted programs 
13. On line courses 
14. Formal training courses 
15. Staff instructions 

and Circulars 
16. Peer supervision 1 feedback 
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Step 3 & 4: Action Planning and Monitoring 81 Review 

Appendix 8 provides you with a template t o  complete a personal development plan for 
each competency (CMT Ltd, 2002). Start with the competencies you ranked as having the 
highest priority and self-assessed as needing significant improvement. Answer each 
section. You are the driver i.e. in control and responsible for this plan but t o  ensure that 
the plan becomes a reality, elicit the support of your manager and 1 or mentor in 
agreeing, monitoring and reviewing the plan within a specified timeframe. Knowledge 
and maintenance of a competence is not static. Therefore your PDP should be revisited 
on a regular basis t o  monitor and re-assess your competence level. This will identify areas 
that may require re-visiting or further attention in response to  emerging patientlclient, 
service, personal or professional needs. 
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ACTIVITY 7: Self- Assessing Your Level Of Competence (CMT Ltd, 2002) 

Competency Description Level Actions that I could take to 
address my development need 
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Example of Personal Development Plan for Packs Asthma CNS (CMT Itd, 2002) 
(ONE PLAN PER COMPETENCY I DEVELOPMENT NEED) 

Competency to be addressed: Promotion of evidence-based decision-making. 

Related Core Concept: Clinical Focus (Direct & Indirect care) and Research Utilisation. 

Target Outcome: A clear description of what I will be able to do, once I have 
addressed the competency. 

I shall make decisions in a judicious and timely manner, considering all relevant 
information when addressing a problem or issue in a clinical or professional area. 

I will use logical analysis to break down complex problems into their component parts. 

I will locate and critique relevant literature to  my area of speciality. 

I will apply research findings 1 evidence-based knowledge to improve nursing practice. 

Specific Steps that I will take to address this particular development need, including the 
date steps to be completed by. 

Steps I will take: 

Update my knowledge on problem solving, critical analysis 
and decision-making in clinical practice. 

Based on evidence, generate a number of options, have a 
plan B and intervene appropriately. 

. 

Allocate 1 hour a week as 'Library Time' to update myself on 
best available evidence relevant to my practice. 

Practice using analysis and logic in my problem solving 
approaches - differentiating critical elements from minor 
ones and consulting widely with others to ensure solutions 
are based on the' full picture' - all available information. 

Expected Completion 

In 1 months time 

Practice for 3 months, 
then ongoing 

Practice for 3 months, 
then ongoing 

Practice for 3 months, 
then ongoing 
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How will I measure my success? 

1. I have updated my knowledge on problem solving, critical thinking and 
decision-making and also have sound knowledge of my organisations 
policies and procedures. 

2. 1 can demonstrate the promotion of evidence-based decision-making in my 
practice (seen in my activity analysis diary and any reflective, critical analysis 
I document). 

3. 1 demonstrate awareness of complex problems in my specialist area. 

Ways I will be able to utilise this competency 

. Clinical decision making in relation to  patienffclient care - t o  reflect the level of 
decision making required of a CNSICMS. 

/ 

I Decisions regarding service needs and developments. 

1 Decisions regarding professional career matters. 

Part of the CNS role is  t o  promote the use of researched, evidence-based 
practice. I can promote this by being a role model in research utilisation and 
contributing to  nursing research where appropriate. This sub-role also requires 
decisions to  be made regarding changing practice at ward level. These decisions 
require me to  have knowledge and skills in  this competency. 
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Support I will need to develop this competency - whose support do I need and how will 
I obtain it? 

How will I measure my progress? 

Access at work to  library & internet. 

Schedule times in diary, book in advance internet / reading room when required. 

Access to organisation's up to  date policies, protocols and guidelines. 

Ask nurse manager or nurse practice development co-ordinator / facilitator if there in 
an updated l ist.  

Support from my manager and clinical team to  allocate one hour a week to  'library 
time' and also to support my decision making processes and at times decisions: 
Discuss with relevant staff. 

lncreAsed body of knowledge on problem solving, critical analysis and decision- making. 
I am able to articulate the theory behind my decision-making processes. 

Evidence of 'evidence-based decision making' in my clinical and professional practice. 

Critical incident analysis maintained. 

Adherence to library time. 

Review Dates: May; August and November 2003 

Signed: CNS ICMS Signed: Nurse Manager 
Helena Hannafin, Astma CNS; 01/01/2003 Maire Malone, ADON ; 01/01/2003 

Date Date 

Date Date 
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2.3 PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT 

A portfolio is  different from a personal development plan. The terms profile and 
portfolio are used interchangeably in the literature. Brown (1995) defined a portfolio 
as: 'a private collection of evidence that demonstrates the continuing acquisition of 
skills, knowledge attitudes, understanding and achievement. It is both retrospective and 
prospective, as well as reflecting the current stage of development and activity of the 
individual'. The Alberto Association of Registered Nurses (2001) describes a professional 
portfolio as "an organised collection of documents that chronicles your career and 
demonstrates the activities you have undertaken to assess and maintain your competence 
to practice". 

A profile is  select information drawn from your portfolio for a specific public purpose, 
thus you could have a series of profiles for a variety of purposes from accreditation of 
prior (experiential) learning (APL 1 APEL), interviews, individual performance review (IPR) 
and career planning. A study in the UK (Richardson, 1998) where profiling is 
recommended to renew your UKCC registration found profiling underused by nurses 
but of those who did use it, the sections most commonly used when profiling were: 
recordin4 personal details, study days, qualifications, critical incidents and reflection. 

A portfolio is not for every-one. The benefits of portfolios include that they encourage 
self-awareness, develop reflective practice and help to  plan for the future. To develop a 
portfolio you need to answer some of the following questions in relation to  your 
professional life -Where have I come from? Where am I now? Where do I want to be? 
How am I to get there? Having most of this information gathered already, it would be 
inopportune of us not to format a structure for saving this information at hand. 

Once developed, your portfolio will be simple to maintain over the years. Each portfolio 
will be different and it is important it represents 'you1. The Alberto Association of 
Registered Nurses Guidelines for Portfolio Development (2001) suggest the following 
outline for your portfolio. It links in well with what we have covered to date in the pack 
and there are some added tips and suggested references to assist you in this exercise. 
Please note that using a portfolio in the academic arena is often quite different and you 
should consult with the academic institution concerned for guidance on what they are 
specifically looking for and any local policy regarding portfolio they may have. 
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What you need t o  get  started 

1. An A4 Ring binder 2. Clear Plastic Protectors 3. Dividers 
Collect everything that you think may be useful or relevant and then, when putting 
the portfolio together, you can choose what you actually need. 

SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOR PORTFOLIO (Adapted from the Alberto Association of 
Registered Nurses Guidelines for Portfolio Development, 2001) 

Section 1: M y  Philosophy of Nursing 

This statement(s) should reflect your belief and values about nursing. You could use your 
mission statement or information from it here. You could use the features and methods 
for developing a mission statement (chapter one) t o  develop your philosophy of nursing. 
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Section 2: Resume I Curriculum Vitae (C.V.) 

It is always wise to keep an up-to date C.V. There are lots of books, articles and websites 
that can assist you in developing and presenting your C.V. 

I Previous Posts: Both I Key responsibilities and learning outcomes I 

personal Details: 
Education: 

Current Post 

nursing 81 non-nursing 

Unpaid Work Experience 

Name, DoB, Address 
General Education, professional education and qualifications, 
courses, conferences and study days 

Key responsibilities and learnins outcomes 

Further information available on line from: www.tohm.ie or www.monster.ie 

Other Headings to 
expand CV for each post 

Section 3: Samples of work 
1 

Concentrate on samples which best demonstrate the different skills and abilities you 
possess. Some things you might include are: job descriptions; copies of presentations you 
have made; l is t  of committees you belong to and a statement about their activities (if not 

Research, teaching, publications as appropriate. 

included in your C.V.); research proposals and reports; projects you have completed and 
copies of publications or articles you have written. 

Section 4: Previous Learning 

Highlight academic achievements to date. Include copies of certificates and educational 
awards received. You may find it useful to have a l i s t  of when certain competencies were 
last updated and when they will need to be updated again e.g. Basic Life Support. 

Section 5: Assess your Practice I Reflective Practice 

Assess your practice based on evidence-based standards; you may like to  use a reflective 
journal here, or use Critical lncident Analysis technique which can help you to assess your 
practice and identify areas for development. A critical incident is  something that can be 
remembered from your professional life, which causes some concern or pleasure. 
There are many models for critical incident analysis in nursing literature. 
A simplified model is shown below: 

Model of Critical lncident Analysis (Bramley, 2003: www.justfornurses.co.uk) 

At the time of the 
incident 

A week or two later: 

Write down what happened and 
how you felt about it? 

Why did I feel that way? 
If it was to happen again, what would I do differently or 
the same and why? (Review current literature to answer 

if necessary) 
What have I learned? 
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Section 6: Feedback 

Collect feedback, which may include items such as letters or cards from clients, colleagues 
or others, references and copies of performance appraisals. 

Section 7: Learning Plans 

You can use your personal professional development plan here. 

Section 8: Evaluation of Impact of Learning on your Practice 

Reflect on and document how you have used your learning to date in practice. 
Some of this may become evident through reflective practice. 

Section 9: Additional Information 

This section is  for your own use, and could include your health or immunization records. 

Check List for Portfolio 

Is it well organised / laid out - clearly indexed and labelled? 
Are the contents clear, logical and comprehensive? - Documents in each section 
should be organised chronologically, starting with the most recent information 
first. 

0 Is evidence cross-referenced where possible? 
Has the portfolio maintained relevance and been kept up to date? 

Further Reading 

htt~://www.aahe.ora/pubs/Electronic Portfolios/Electronic Portfolios Intro.pdf 

http://www.ucc.ie/~ublications/scholarship~eachin~%2Odocument%2026th.pdf 





Chapter 3 
The CNSICMS and Audit & Research 

"Audit of current nursing practices and evaluation of improvement 
in the quality of patient care are essential" 

(National Council, 2001) 



CHAPTER 3: The CNSlCMS and Audit & Research 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter three will: 

Discuss your role in relation to audit. 
Explain the audit process and discuss the skills required. 
Provide guidance and examples in relation to role audit. 
Discuss research in your role and where further skills in research can be accessed. 

Audit and research are one of the five core concepts and components of the CNSICMS 
role. The National Council (2001) clearly state in their definition of the CNSICMS that the 
specialist role involves "audit of current nursing practice and evaluations of 
improvements in quality of patient care". In relation to research, the National Council 
also state that the CNSICMS role involves keeping up to  date to  ensure evidence-based 
practice, use of research in clinical practice, and contribution to nursing research, which is 
relevant to  the specialist's area of practice. 

/ 
Chapter three of this pack aims t o  provide you with the foundation knowledge and skills 
to assist you in fulfiling your responsibilities in relation to  audit and research. As this is a 
role resource pack, examples will primarily relate to role audit. It is  hoped that the 
processes described can also be applied to any clinical and nursing audit you may be 
involved in. 

An objective of this CNSICMS Role Resource Pack includes the provision of skills to assist 
the CNSICMS to demonstrate their effectiveness. Chapters one and two provided you with 
some tools that assisted you in planning and developing your role, increasing your 
confidence and ability to articulate your role and to recognise where your contributions 
to patientfclient care and your organisation matter most. To clearly demonstrate the 
effectiveness of your role's unique and important contribution to patient care, nursing, 
and your healthcare organisation requires audit of your 'real-world' practice. 
Your practices and outcomes can be examined and measured from the perspectives of 
your consumers - patientslclients, nursing staff and other healthcare professionals. 
The CNSICMS who knows hislher own role and specialist area are best placed to  carry out 
audit (Hamric, 1989). To ensure that your audit outcomes reflect 'best practice', you can 
develop your audit tools and compare your results with available evidence-based 
knowledge regarding your area of practice. This involves keeping up to  date, being 
well read and capable of interpreting quality and research information. 

Research skills relating to the CNSICMS role are referred to in this chapter. However, it 
must be acknowledged that the pack only touches on research. To gain the skills 
necessary for critiquing research literature, implementing research in practice and 
carrying out nursing research is considered outside the remit of this pack and suggested 
sources of such information and 1 or training are suggested in this chapter. 
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Chapter three is  subdivided into the following sections. The first three sections look at 
audit in general. The other sections are more specific to role audit but yet broad enough 
for you to identify how you might apply the processes to any audit. 

3.1 Why carry out audit? 
3.2 What is  audit? 
3.3 Setting standard statements using the 'Donabedian' Framework. 
3.4 Approaches to data collection and analysis. 
3.5 Outcome measures for CNSICMS audit. 
3.6 The CNSICMS and research. 
3.7 Summary. 

Again, as with any new process, if you are a novice practitioner in relation to audit, you 
are recommended to read further material but also to link up with a colleague or a 
mentor familiar with audit to guide you through your first audits. This can save you a lot 
of time 're-inventing the wheel' when there are possibly colleagues and other 
organisations that have done a lot of work on the area you are interested in. 

3.1 WHY SHOULD YOU AUDIT? 
Audit is one aspect of the continuous quality improvement process. Other aspects include 
clinical effectiveness, benchmarking, care pathways, change manage/nent, risk 
management and accreditation. Though there may be many barriers i o  implementing 
audit in your role, e.g. lack of time, resources, organisational support, it is a component 
of your role (National Council, 2001). There are expectations of the CNSICMS from other 
sources to carry out audit as part of your role i.e. from patientlclients (as part of a 
'quality' service), national policy makers and local organisationlservice (as part of 
performance measurement or demonstrating effectiveness and value for money culture). 

The undertaking of audit is often described as a positive, rewarding and interesting 
process rather than thceatening or disheartening. While recognising that audits can 
be time-consuming and require support and resources to be effective, audit can 
be very beneficial to the CNSICMS role. Audit aims to improve the quality of care a 
patientlclient receives and it can raise the profile of your service. Hamric (1989) also 
said the CNS (in the US.) needs audit to  'thrive and survive'. The same can be said for 
the Irish CNSICMS, because of the role's infancy and the performance management 

.culture of today's health services. 

The benefits of audit (table 3.1) include securing resources for your role and 
patientlclients, especially when the standards* developed are part of a benchmarking* 
process where best practice is identified and shared with others. This is  particularly true 
when poor results occur from your audit, showing up flaws in the system. This prompts 
others to re-look at the situation, priorities actions and provide resources to  remedy the 
situation. 

/ Table 3.1: Benefits of Audit 
- -  -- -- 

Management and consumers obtain evidence and value of effectiveness. 
Management and consumers obtain documented evidence of compliance. 
with statutory and evidence-based standards. 
Results can be used to benchmark with others. 
Results can ensure consistency of resources and standards. 
Results can provide an action plan to maintain or land enhance service. 

* Standard = agreed level of care (Girvan, 1995) 
Benchmarking = a method of identifying outcome measures of quality service provision and 

sharina best oractice exarnnle~ throrlah mlla horation (Rllllivantl 
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Audit gives a voice to your consumers. The consumers voice is  considered very important 
in any quality initiative and receives particular attention in the Quality & Fairness 
- A Health System for You, national health strategy document (Gov. of Ireland, 2001). 
In your role audit, your evaluations will give a voice to those who are affected by your 
work i.e. your patientsJclients, your nursing colleagues and other healthcare professionals 
as appropriate. 

3.2 WHAT IS AUDIT? 
Chapter three is  a guide to carrying out a role audit that is  achieveable for any practicing 
CNSJCMS. Before going through the process, let's take time out to broadly look at what 
audit is. Audit comes from the latin and means to examine. The Government of Ireland 
(1994) defined audit as the systematic review of the manner in which a health care is 
provided with the view to improving the quality of care where indicated. Effective audit 
requires the systematic measurement of current practice with reference to research-based 
standards. If the practice under review is  purely medical practice, the audit may be 
referred to as a medical audit, if the practice is nursing, it is called a nursing audit. 
Clinical audit involves evaluating the multidisciplinary teams whole practice and it's effect 

/ 
on the quality of patientlclient care. Batstone & Edwards (1994), cited in Morrell (1996) 
define clinical audit as: "Multiprofessional, patient focused audit leading to cost 
effective, high quality care delivery in clinical teams". Clinical audit systematically 
reviews every-day care and is probably the most widely used audit in health 
(NICE et al, 2002). 

When implementing audit in practice, the process generally follows a cyclical method 
known as the audit cycle (figure 3) or indeed, as this is often an ongoing process, the 
audit spiral. The cycle involves identifying best practice, defining the expected level of 
quality, measuring and comparing actual practice against the expected level and taking 
action to improve any deficiencies that are identified or to 'celebrate' where you are 
doing well. The Spiral suggests that the process is continuous; each cycle aspires to a 

higher level of quality (NICE et all 2002 p.3). 

* What are we trying to achieve? 
ldentify audit topic 
Agree Standard Statement 
Formulate criteria 
Disseminate & implement standard 

.......................... 
Have we made things better? ,,=:::::A~;.::::::::.,, 

...... ......... ...... Review standards , j  . .. ... ..... j.. 

Re-audit , ?. Are we achieving it? 
i; / . Measure actual ~r ic t ice 
:.. Review results against 

.. '%. ... ..... . agreed standards 
..:.... ....... Cycle ....: ;,.:...;. 

... ::.- ...................... .:::::..,. ........................ 

Doing something to make 
things better 
Decide Action 
Implement change 

Why are we not achieving it? 
ldentify strengths & weaknesses 
in collaboration with stakeholders 

Figure 3: The audit cycle (*start point) 
Adapted from NHS Executive, 1998. 
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Shaw (1990) argues that: "...an effective system of audit contains three elements: agreed 
criteria for 'good' practice; methods of measuring performance against these criteria; and 
mechanisms for implementing appropriate change in practice." Crombie et al's (1993) 
definition of audit as "the process of reviewing the delivery of care to identify 
deficiencies so that they may be remedied" highlights the need for improvement because 
of audit. Change is  certainly very important to the audit process. It must be remembered 
that the primary purpose of audit is  to identify opportunities for improvement of 
patientlclient care and to identify ways to bring this improvement about e.g. auditing the 
CNSICMS role and your current practice effect on patientlclient care. Secondary outcomes 
of audit include providing data for practice and making optimum use of resources, 
thereby improving service organisation and service planning. So, any audit topics or issues 
you feel would improve patient care, should be addressed as evidence suggests that audit 
can promote positive change if there is a commitment to the audit process and the audit 
cycle (figure 3) is  complete. Johnston et al (2000) attempt to define a 'successful' audit 
from the healthcare professionals' viewpoint and suggest success should be measured by 
quantifying the extent your audit completed the audit cycle. 

While audit may use research methodology (i.e. questionnaires, intervikw techniques) as 
part of the measurement phase of the cycle, audit itself is not research.' Audit is designed 
to measure the effectiveness of care under 'real world' conditions. Furthermore, "audit is  
the evaluation of the application of research findings in practice rather than actual 
research" (Malby, 1995). Malby outlines the differences between audit 81 research in table 
3.2 below. 

TABLE 3.2: Differences between Audit 
Audit 

& Research (Malby, 1995; p. 29). 

Promoting evidence-based decision 
making 
Is not randomised 
Compares actual performance against 
standards 
Conducted by those providing service 
Does not involve in instigation of new 
treatments but evaluates current 
treatments 
Involves review of records by those 
entitled to see them 
Does not necessarily have to be 
endorsed by the ethics committee, 
unless patients are to be personally 
involved (e.g. through interviews) 
Results not usually transferable 
Uses tested hypothesis to develop 
standard 
Compares performance against 
standard 

Is randomised 
Identifies the best approach, and thus 
sets the standards 
Not necessarily conducted by those 
providing the service 
Usually initiated by researchers 
Involves comparators between 
new treatments and placebos 
Requires access by those not normally 
entitled to  access 
Must be endorsed by ethics committee 
Results are generalisable to other 
settings 
Determines a testable hypothesis 
grounded in empirical data 
Presents clear conclusions 
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3.3 SETTING STANDARDS USING THE DONABEDIAN FRAMEWORK 

Grimshaw & Russell (1993) cited in Achieving Effective Practice (NHS Executive, 1998) 
defined standards of care as authoritative statements of a) minimal levels of acceptable 
performance or results or b) excellent levels of performance or results or c) the range of 
acceptable performance or results. This implies that the standard statement you write is 
often very individual, depending on your chosen topic and what is known about best 
practice in that area. The standard will also depend on the situation /environment you 
work in and what is  considered appropriate levels of attainment for your audit topic in 
your particular environment. It is important to ensure your statement is 'authoritative' by 
ascertaining it is authentic and valid; that it is evidence-based, and promotes best 
practice. Once you have chosen your audit topic, identifying best practice, agreeing and 
documenting your standard statement are the first steps in your audit cycle. 

Identifying Best Practice 

Clinical practice benchmarking has been defined as "a process through which best 
practice is identified and continuous improvement pursued through comparison and 
sharing" (Making a Difference, DOH 1999). Two UK clinical benchmarkidg resources are: 
the Essence of Care document (DOH, 2001) and Beacon sites (www.nhsbeacons.ora.uk). 
The essence of care document is available to view or download from the internet at 
www.doh.~ov.uk/essenceofcare/index.htm. It contains standards in most of the activities 
of daily living suitable for comparison and sharing all areas of practice. They have been 
developed with public and patient involvement and are said to represent quality for the 
patient. 

Other sources of best practice are peer-reviewed, performance indicators* (Pl's) often 
included in government publications (health strategies and commission documents). 
National Working Groups and the Department of Health and Children have developed 
many performance indicators for eleven care groups in the Irish health services. 
The, eleven areas are Health Promotion, Overall Health, Primary Care, Acute Services, 
Mental Health Services, Child and Adolescent Health Services, Child Care, Older Persons, 
Disability Services and Social Inclusion. If you search these and other literature in relation 
to your discipline of nursinglmidwifery, you may identify appropriate Pl's against which 
you can compare your actual practice. 

In reviewing the nursing and health literature you may identify other pre-set best 
practice standards and even audit tools that you could adapt or apply to your audit. 
Appendix 9 provides useful websites to make your search easier. Having an 
evidence-based tool and standard for your audit adds validity and credibility to 
your audit. 

* Performance Indicator = a method to measure the degree which objectives are achieved. 
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Documenting Best Practice 

I t  is also important that you can write achieveable, authoritative standard statements, 
established on up to  date, evidence-based research and literature. Standards generally 
involve agreement on the overall objective and expected level of practice towards which 
you and others work. However, you generally cannot write standards on your own as 
many of your standard statements will affect others (Girvin, 1995). Nursing standards 
have been used for some time. The Dynamic Standard Setting System (DySSy) developed 
by Royal College of Nursing (RCN) (1990) has been widely used in nursing audit and 
provides a useful framework to  write your standard statements. 

The identification of how and what to  do to, t o  make your standard achieveable and 
measurable are detailed as 'criteria1*. Criteria are further explicit statements that define 
and expand on what is being measured in the overall broad standard statement. 
The criteria generally used in audit are based on Professor Avedis Donabedian approach 
to  standards. 

Applying The Donabedian Framework To Your Standard 

The Donabedian's Structure-Process-Outcome framework / approach (cited in Malby, 1995: 
p53) defines the various components assessed by audit and breaks down your standard 
statement into measurable criteria as follows: 

1. Structure - all elements creating the environment of care / the setting in which 
care occurs. This includes material resources, human resources and organisational 
structure, including the number and competence of the staff. Often, it is  important 
that specialists make accurate and valid data available so that it can be utilised in 
decisions about the allocation of resources within their speciality. Structure in relation 
to  role audit involves looking at the resources available to  the CNSICMS to  carrying 
out their role in line with the National Council definition and the five core concepts 
(2001). 

2. Process - all elements involved in the professional delivery of care /what is  actually 
involved in how we provide care, in the giving and receiving of care including 
diagnosis, treatment and procedures. This takes account of methods of organising 
nursing staff and nursing care. Regarding role audit, process includes how the 
CNSICMS can apply the five core concepts to  hidher role. 

3. Outcome - all elements demonstrating results of care; refers to  the effects of care 
on the health status of the patients and populations. This includes patient satisfaction 
with treatment or the degree of improvement in the patient's health as a result of 
care received. "A change in a patient's current and future health status that can be 
attributed to  antecedent health care' (Donabedian, 1980). Outcome in relation to  
audit of the CNSICMS role would look at all elements that can demonstrate the 
application of the five core concepts to  the CNSICMS role. 

* A criterion = an item or variable which enables the achievement standard (broad objective of care) 
and the evaluation of whether it has been achieved or not (RCN, 1990) 
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It is useful to consider audit under the above criteria headings but at times, distinctions 
between structure, process and outcome may become unclear. There are schools of 
thought that believe to confidently relate patient outcomes to a nursing intervention, 
requires actual qualitative research (Hamric, 1989: p 96; French, 1995). The problem arises 
because care is a continuum. It is often unclear where structure becomes process and 
process becomes outcome. Evidence-based standard statements that depict the expected 
standard of practice and are criterion-based establish links between structure, process and 
outcomes (Girvin, 1995). Your overall standard and criteria must be measurable and relate 
to important aspects of care. Table 3.3 includes a checklist for your standard statement. 

Table 3.3: Features o f  a Standard Statement 

Is your standard statement 
SMARTER 

Specific - who / what /when /where /how 
Measurable - clear measurable outcomes 
Achieveable - identify the minimum, ideal 
& realistic standard 
Relevant - to your organisation / service /role 
Time-bound - timeframe included 
Effective - based on best practice 
Researched - based on up to  date evidence 

Does your statement meet the 
RUMBA test? (RCN, 1990) 

Reliable 
Understandable 
Measurable 
Behavioural 
Acceptable 

Standards have been used in clinical or nursing audit but it is possible to use standards 
for specialist nursing roles (Hartley and Cowe, 1997; Hamric, 1989). The following section 
takes you through a standard statement for the pack's imaginary asthma nurse specialist. 
The standard statement is  broken down under the structure, process and outcome criteria 
(the Donabedian model). You can adopt this framework for any standard statement. 
If you are not familiar with writing standards, seek help from others with experience, 
e.g. a member of your Nurse Practice Development Unit or NMPDU staff. 

EXAMPLE OF A STANDARD STATEMENT APPLIED TO ROLE AUDIT 

Topic: Asthma CNS Role 
Sub-topic: Clinical focus (indirect care) Education & Training (of staff) 
Care Group: In-patient requiring treatment for asthma 

Achieve by (date): 

Review by (date): 

Standard Statement: The CNS will provide in-service education sessions for ward staff 
on topics relating to the management of asthma and new developments in asthma will 
occur on a monthly basis to  improve the staff's level of knowledge and the management 
of patients at ward level. 
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Background: CNS has noted increasing number of bleeps from ward regarding relatively 
'simple' queries. Helshe believes this is  due to a relative high staff turnover and 
suspension of in-service education programme on asthma. A baseline evaluation of the 
educational needs of staff showed moderate knowledge levels in key areas of asthma 
management and high level of interest in re-commencing in-service education 
programme for staff. 

(Evidence: Up-skilling staff will improve quality of patient care (Benner (1984); Hamric & 
Spross (1989); Castledine & McGee (1998) Marshall & Luffingham (1998)). 

The above standard statement is then broken down into individual criterion. 

Structure 

1. CNS, Ward management 
structure and adequate 
staffing 

2. Education room close 
to wards 

3. Protected time allocated 
to education of staff 

4. Publicising flyer & 
educational hand-outs 
as per topic available 

5. Education sessions 
evaluation forms 
available 

6. Audit forms to include 
level of patient 
satisfaction with their 
overall management 
during their stay in 
hospital. 

7. CNS & Staff protected 
time to audit chart & 
Patient satisfaction 
survey 

8. CNS time & tools 
allocated to evaluate 
staff knowledge level 
and satisfaction with 
education sessions 

Process 

1. Staff and ward 
managers are aware of 
education sessions & 
topics two weeks prior 
to sessions. 

2. Sessions are held on a 
monthly basis 

3. Staff are released to 
attend sessions 

4. CNS preparing, 
facilitating and 
evaluating education 
sessions to include 
booking education 
room, preparing 
hand-outs, developing 
distributing & analysing 
evaluation sheets, 
adapting sessions as per 
feedback 

5. Audit of patient charts 
designed to assess 
quality of asthma care 
by ward staff 

6. Audits carried out by 
CNS with member of 
ward staff pre sessions & 
6 monthly thereafter 

7. Patient Satisfaction 
survey carried out pre 
& 6 monthly thereafter. 

Outcome 

1. Education sessions are 
attended 

2. Audits & &ahations 
carried out 

3. Management of 
patients at ward 
level improves 
from baseline audit 

- Patient satisfaction 
survey results high 
- Chart review results 
high 
- Number of 
'bleeps'lcalls to CNS 
regarding simple queries 
decreased 

4. Staff level of knowledge 
improved 1 Staff 
knowledge test high 
results 

5. Staff satisfaction survey 
with education sessions 
positive, demonstrating 
high scoreslresults 
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At this stage, the criteria in the standard statement that you must measure are identified 
to develop audit indicators. Your particular topic or priority will determine which aspects 
you focus on. You may be inclined to measure outcomes only, believing if your outcome 
results are good the then everything else must be working well. However outcome 
measurement on it's own does not tell you if the achieved outcome actually relates to  
what you did or did not do (process). Hamric (1989; p. 90) recommends the CNS evaluates 
both process and outcome but the decision must be informed by the topic. Girvin (1995, 
p41) recommends you 'measure all criteria, at least at the beginning'. 

Example of Audit Indicator for Asthma CNS Standard 

Statement 

The CNS will provide in- 
service education sessions 
for ward staff on topics 
relating to the 
management of asthma 
and new de&lopments in 
asthma will dccur on a 
monthly basis to improve 
the level of staff 
knowledge and the 
management of patients 
at ward level 

Standard Exceptions 

Staff who 
have not been 
on the ward 
for longer 
than one 
month. 

Patients who 
spent less than 
24hours as an 
in-patient. 

Definition 

In-service = sessions inside 
organisation 
Ward Staff = nursing staff 
on wards where asthmatic 
patients cared for 
On a monthly basis = same 
day each month, one 40 
minute session every month 
New development in 
asthma = new literature on 
medications, other treat- 
ments or nursing 
Patients at ward level = 
in-patients with asthma 
Improve management of = 
care pathway reflects best 
practice and high patient 
satisfaction 

The definition of the audit indicators in the last column provides you with a precise detail 
of what is  meant by each term and points out the areas for measurement. There are two 
main ways to monitor your criteria: by observation or by asking questions (Girvin,1995). 
Observing includes chartldocument reviews, environmental checks and observing practice. 
Asking questions involves 'asking nurses, patients, carers, other professionals, anyone 
relevant, either by questionnaire or by some kind of interview' (Girvin, 1995, p31). 

Having decided what and how you will monitor your criteria, you must decide on how 
many respondents require surveying or observation. Remember this is  audit and not 
research. Therefore, the sample size does not have to be large. Taking into account the 
resources and time available to  you, it is important that your sample is of adequate size 
to reflect and represent the common characteristics of your audit topic or patienuclient 
group. 
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Audit tool example for Asthma CNS 

Quantify number of in-service sessions held. 

Record and collate number and profile of attendees. 

Analyse evaluations, looking at timing, venue location & topics covered in 
education sessions, level of attendee satisfaction & any ideas for improvement. 

Make changes to education sessions as per identified needs. 

Over a six-month period, randomly select '30' sets of asthmatic patient notes from 
relevant wards (number of charts review should reflect min of 20+% of patients 
admitted). 

Check nursing notes for evidence of care plan for asthmatic patient. 

Check notes for deviation from the 'norm' in relation to best practice. 

Identify percentage admitted, percentage who deviated from expected course of ,' 
recovery, identify those who had documented evidence of nursing care on problems 
related to asthma, identify those where inappropriate decisions regarding care 
were made. 

Remember, the standards you set with regards your role or your practice should be 
evidence-based i.e. shaped by the empirical knowledge and research that exists 
concerning your audit topic and reflecting effective appropriate pracfice. 
Having searched the literature on your topic, you may see a gap in care that you may 
like to rectify 1 implement in practice for six months prior to conducting your audit. 
For example in the above audit, staff may require best practice protocols or guidelines 
in asthma management to be disseminated and implemented prior to audit. 
You may find literature supporting the use of link nurses in your specialist area 
achieving higher results in your desired outcomes compared to in-service education 
sessions. Consider all changes in relation to your work environment and the resources 
available to you. The library services offer assistance in carrying out detailed searches 
and you may find relevant study days in your regional education and training prospectus. 
A l ist of available journals (SEHB only) and some useful websites are enclosed in 
appendix 9. 

Your criteria detailed what you want to measure and you may have decided how 
you will measure your criteria; i.e. through observation or asking questions. 
Often, due to  resources, asking questions using a questionnaire is  the chosen method. 
The next sections look at factors to consider when collecting data for your audit and 
then look at questionnaires in more detail. Some of this is  sourced from research 
methodologies. If you are new to the terminology you may need to do some 
further reading. 
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3.4 APPROACHES TO DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS 

In deciding what information to collect it is helpful to specify what outcomes measures 
you are hoping to  demonstrate in your final report or evaluation. Focusing on these 
outcome measures will guide you in terms of the kind of data you need to collect and 
how to go about analysing that data. Here we will take time out to look at the two 
main types and approaches to data - quantitative and qualitative, so you can decide 
what approach to take to demonstrate your outcomes measures / indicators in your audit. 

Quantitative Data & Approach 

When collecting quantitative data you are mainly looking at numeric information 
ranging from actual numbers (e.g. number of participants in audit, number who agreed 
or disagreed with question X) to numbers representing another value (e.g. Borg scale 
0 -10 to measure pain or a Likert scale to measure respondent's satisfaction with a given 
situation). Quantitative (to quantify) data is useful for measuring how much, many or 
often an activity or behaviour occurs. It is useful for breaking down complex 
phenomena or facts to simple units (reductionism) and usually involves measurement 
but is also used i!o describe, assess and evaluate the extent or degree certain phenomena 
occur (Parahoo, 1997 p.51). This quantitative data will make analysis and reporting 
on the incidence or descriptions of your findings easier. 

Example of a question using quantitative data (Hartley & Cowe, 1997): 
How valuable was 
the support during 8 8 @ @ @ 
patient discharge provided by the Asthma Nurse Specialist? (Please circle your answer) 

l=of no value ................. + .................. + ............... + ................. + ................. + ............. 
5=invaluable 

Or you could use simple yeslno 'closed' questions 
Did you find the support offered by the Asthma Nurse Specialist, helpful during 

7 ... . 
Please tick YES 0 NO 0 

Count up 'yes' s and 'no's to get an overview of responses; e.g. "18 out of 20 respondents 
said the specialist nurse helped with question asked". 
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Qualitative Data & Approach 

With qualitative data, you mainly collect narrative descriptions gained if using 
questionnaires, from open-ended questions or where you may have asked the 
respondent to comment or provide a detailed note on why they agreed or disagreed 
with a previous question or to expand on why they acted in a certain way. 
Qualitative analysis i s  said to look at 'making sense' of a process, giving meaning and 
significance to actions or beliefs (Parahoo, 1997). Parahoo also states that the qualitative 
approach is  more appropriate (than quantitative) when studying the experiences or 
perceptions of patientslclients, nurses or others. Qualitative data can also be obtained 
from the use of diaries, interviews or through observation to elicit more details on a 
person's actions or beliefs. Table 3.4 outlines the contrasting characteristics of 
quantitative and qualitative approaches to research (Parahoo, 1997. p54). 

Reductionist +/-/deterministic 
Method / structured 
standardised & inflexible 
Purpose to measure 

Table 3.4: Differentiating between Quantitative & Qualitative Data 

Holistic 
Method semi and unstructured, flexible 
Purpose to describe +/or theorise 

Quantitative 

Combining a Quantitative and Qualitative Approach 

Quantitative 

To gain meaningful insight into your patientlclients, nursing staff and other colleagues' 
view of your role, a combined approach utilising both quantitative and qualitative data is  
often beneficial. This approach can highlight many influential variables in outcome 
achievement. You can achieve this approach using questionnaires. 
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Questionnaires 

One of the easiest ways to obtain information to demonstrate the purpose of your audit 
is to survey the appropriate people using a questionnaire. A questionnaire allows you to 
incorporate a quantitative and qualitative approach, in a user-friendly manner. 
The following sub-sections look at developing questionnaires for your role audit. 
You need to involve your stakeholders in your audits, especially in your role audit. 
The example of questionnaires, (appendices 11,12 & 13)' are taken from the 
Heatherwood and Wexham Park Hospital NHS trust Specialist Role Evaluation Pack 
(Hartley & Cowe, 1997). 

Appendix 10 provides general tips on developing and disseminating a questionnaire but a 
few points are worth highlighting here. It is wise to brainstorm your audit topic with a 
small sample of the population you intend to survey. This will provide you with insight 
into their views and assist you in formulating the actual questionnaire so that it is 
relevant to the respondents. It may highlight any ethical issues (re appropriateness, 
permission & consent) you may have overlooked. 

/ 

Pilot your questionnaires with a small sample to ensure the questions are pitched a t  the 
right level and easily understood by respondents. Analyse the pilot data to see if you are 
able to evaluate your questionnaire as you expected and are obtaining the information 
you want. At this stage, you may want to make changes to the wording of your 
questionnaire and add or remove questions. 

When sending out your actual questionnaires, be objective about the sample you choose, 
ensuring that they are capable of answering the questionnaire, that they reflect your 
service users/ audit topic in general but yet, are not hand-chosen by you. This could 
introduce 'bias' into your audit results. Your sample size should be representative of (i.e. 
in your opinion, reflect) the population affected by your audit topic. To ensure a high 
response rate to your audit, a questionnaire could be sent to all possible respondents. If 
you need to control the number of respondents, you could randomly choose every third 
possible respondent. It is important that your audit sample size is 'doable' within your 
resource constraints (time, access to data, data analysis and cost) and 'representative'. 

Enclose a cover letter. Mark the day and the return-date clearly on your letter and 
questionnaire. Reminder letters are often necessary to achieve the desired response rate. 

Keep your line manger and relevant clinician informed of any audits you are carrying out 
regarding the service; permission may be required if there are any costs involved. Most 
questionnaires, unless covering very sensitive subjects, do not need Ethics Committee 
approval, but it is advisable to check with your manager. Return of data is  considered 
consent to use data as outlined in your cover letter. If you have patient information 
leaflets for your service it is advisable to add that audit is  part of your role and periodic 
review of patient charts, or the use of questionnaires and interviews will be used for this 
purpose, allowing patients to opt out if they so wish to. 
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Presenting Your Findings 

Chapter four talks about the report writing templates, much of which will be appropriate 
to  your audit report. Having analysed your data, whether with the assistance of a 
computer package or excel or by hand, graphs and tables will be required to help you 
feedback your results to those relevant stakeholders. However, there are dangers 
associated with poor usage of graphs, inadvertently misleading of the reader. 
Dangers include: that the incorrect type was chosen for the data displayed. 
Comparison between parts of the whole can be displayed in bar graphs of pie charts (e.g. 
profile of those attended study days). Some bar charts and line charts are appropriate at 
showing change over time. As the designer of graphs there are some questions you can 
ask yourself to help you choose the most appropriate medium for the graph (table 3.5). 

I Table 3.5: Checklist for graphs I 
Is  the data clearly presented in the graph chosen? 
Does it encourage the viewer to  think about the data? 
Are there features that could cause misinterpretation? 
Is the graph appro6riate to the audience /reader? 
Does it make more:sense of the data than any other option e.g. tables 

Qualitative data in your questionnaire should elicit a range of answers, from comments 
to detailed descriptions on the topic asked. This data is more difficult to analyse and 
requires that you group all your answers to the qualitative question together. 
Then, by reading and re-reading the answers, identify the themes running through the 
answers e.g. comments on attitude and manner, comments on clinical skills, comments on 
knowledge, may be recognised as an overall theme. 

These responses from your qualitative data could then be reported using a 
semi-quantitative approach - e.g. 

15 respondents said CNS was friendly, polite, thoughtful etc. 
1 made a negative comment about manner. 

It is  easier to present data in this way but be careful not to lose the sense of what is 
being said. If any quotes strike you as highly relevant or illustrating a particular point, 
highlight them as you may wish to  use these in your summary. Even short quotes like 
"She really makes a difference" or "She was the first person to  make me feel I could cope 
at home" can be 'powerful', and make your summary much more interesting for the 
reader. 
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Patient 1 Client Questionnaires 

"The difference between the provider o f  health services and the patient 
resembles that between the hen and the p ig in the preparation o f  eggs 
and bacon. The hen is involved but  the pig is committed" Anderson (1989). 

As previously noted, audit gives the consumer a voice. Involving the patientlclient in your 
questionnaire is  necessary to  understand their expectations regarding your role, their 
views on the quality of your care and to  know what you are doing well and what areas 
you could improve on. Approaches to  eliciting information from patients include: 
focus groups, interviews, questionnaires, comment cards and incident reporting. 
Questionnaires are generally accessible t o  most and there is a lot of literature available 
regarding patient satisfaction surveys to  assist you in this process. Do consider having a 
small focus group or brainstorming session before formulating your questionnaire as this 
will help you identify the key issues, formulate appropriate questions and ensure service 
users feel involved in the process. Keep your questionnaire relatively short and easy to  
understand so all patientlclients can answer the questions. 

It is usually best t o  keep such questionnaires t o  no more than two sides of A4, to  
maximise your response rate (Hartely & Cowe, 1997). Give the opportunity for an 
open-ended question at the end of the questionnaire for the patient t o  expand on any 
aspect of the service that is concerning them. You may already check informally with 
patientslclients if they are happy with the care they are receiving but you need to  
formally evaluate if you want documented evidence of effectiveness. The audit will elicit 
more impartial results if administered after discharge home from the service andlor if you 
can organise that returns are sent t o  an appropriate third party (e.g. departmental 
secretary, audit department or other relevant department). This allows the patient /client 
t o  feel less inhibited in their responses. The easiest way to  distribute your questionnaire 
t o  patients is t o  give one to  each patient after an episode of care, with a stamped 
addressed envelope for their reply. Alternatively you could conduct a postal survey using 
patients' details from your records. The example of the questionnaire (Hartley & Cowe, 
1997) is  provided in appendix 11 and can be adapted to  reflect your specialist area and 
individual needs. 
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Nursing Staff & Clinicians Questionnaires 

Most CNSICMS's will have close and often dependent working relationships with other 
nursing staff and with other clinicians. To carry out a full 360° review of your role, their 
views on the quality of your service must also be evaluated (Humphris, 1999). This may 
seem rather threatening but it is vital that the services offered by specialist nurses are also 
responsive to  the needs of nursing colleagues and the whole health care team. 
The National Council's (2001) five core concepts discuss your indirect clinical focus (i.e. 
activities that influence others in the provision of care) and your sub-roles as consultant 
and educator of other staff. How will you know if you are effective in these, if you do not 
ask the relevant people the relevant questions? Two examples (Hartley 81 Cowe, 1997), 
one for nursing staff (Appendix 12) and one for medical staff (Appendix 13) are provided. 
The questionnaires can be amended to  reflect your specific area or audit topic. It is 
important that those surveyed are appropriate i.e. people who know your work, but also 
that they are impartially selected i.e. not specifically chosen by you as this could introduce 
bias. The questionnaires are kept short and simple t o  increase the response rate from 
busy staff. They can be sent out via the internal post and returned to  an appropriate, 
private collection point. 

1 
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3.5 OUTCOME MEASURES FOR CNSICMS AUDITS 

Much of the questionnaires discussed so far relate to evaluating the structure and process 
of your role. Measuring the outcomes and impact of your care is also important. 
It can be difficult to identify your specific 'outcomes', particularly if much of your work is 
team-based. This is where clinical 1 multidisciplinary audit often plays a role in measuring 
the effectiveness of the team. However, it is s t i l l  possible to identify some of the effects 
of your interventions, and to highlight where you 'made a difference'. 

Firstly, you need to decide what the key outcomes you would expect from your care 
might be. Obviously in the current 'performance management' health care climate, any 
outcome measures that may show cost savings such as less drug wastage, or fewer 
admissions are particularly useful. However, cost-containment should not be seen as the 
only important aspect of outcome measures.Others are improvement in the quality of 
care and the quality of life for your clientslpatients. Hamric (1989) has written in depth 
about evaluating the American CNS role. Her application of the Donabedian framework 
t o  the CNS role is worthy of further attention (appendix 14). Hamric looks at CNS impact 
on patient outcomes under the following sub-headings: 

/ 

Physical parameters - health status, presence or progression of dikability; 
alleviation of symptoms are measured; length of stay; number of hospital 
re-admissions 

Coanitive - increased patient knowledge. 

Psychosocial - improved social interaction or family understanding and/or 
participation. Behavioural outcome - patient's adherence to a therapeutic 
regime. 
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It must be acknowledged that the American CNS is  more comparable to the lrish 
Advanced Nurse Practitioner (ANP) so some of the outcomes may not be achieveable in 
the lrish setting. A point of interest is: a UK study (Roberts-Davis & Read, 2001) that found 
that there were more similarities between Nurse Practitoners and Clinical Nurse Specialists 
than there were differences. Also Hamric acknowledges that there are problems with 
evaluation of such outcome as it is often a very large task with other variables influencing 
the outcomes. Distinguishing such variables may require nursing research. 
Appendix 14 gives an example of Hamric's proposed framework. 

The following suggestions of ideas for outcome measures for the pack's imaginary asthma 
nurse specialist, have been adapted from the UK Trust Pack (Hartley & Cowe, 1997). 
I have highlighted which core concept the CNS actions relate to in each box, but as all 
involve audit, they all relate to the core concept - audit & research. 

IDEAS FOR OUTCOME MEASURES - CNS IN ASTHMA 
(Adapted from Hartley & Cowe, 1997) 

r' 

/- 

Ideas for outcome measures (1) 
Core Conce~ts: 

Clinical Focus (Direct Care) and Education & Training (of Patient). 

Imagine Susan and her work as an asthma specialist nurse. She could 
consider evaluating her impact on patients' understanding of their drug 
therapies. 

1. Firstly, she could formulate a short questionnaire to assess the 
patient's baseline knowledge levels. 

2. Then, after an agreed programme of education, based on best 
practice in patient education and complemented by a learning pack she 
had put together, she could repeat the questionnaire. It may be 
possible to detect an improvement in patients' knowledge and 
understanding of their therapies. The next step is to identify whether 
this improved understanding has translated into better management of 
their condition. 

3. She could examine the number of acute admissions to hospital 
amongst those patients who have received her learning pack. 

4. She could then compare this to the average re-admission rate 
amongst her patients prior to  this exercise. Alternatively she could 
track the re-admission rate of individual patients before and after the 
pack, and see whether any reduction in frequency could be detected. 
If re-admission rates were not showing any differences, perhaps length 
of hospital stay has changed in those who received the learning pack. 
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ldeas for outcome measures (2) 
Core Concepts: 

Clinical Focus (Direct & Indirect care) and Education & Trainina (of Patient). 

Perhaps interventions by asthma CNS could help clients stop smoking 
1. First identify smokers within client caseload (the sample) 
2. Provide advice re benefits of smoking cessation and publicise 

availability of smoking cessation service to  all smokers. 
Assess smokers to identify those interested in stopping, using an 
evidence-based approach e.g. using the wheel of change. 

3. Provide a course of counselling / brief interventions for the sample 
focused on stopping smoking, giving advice and support on the 
availability and use of nicotine replacement therapies 

4. Offer the sample a telephone number where they can phone to  get 
support if they are experiencing a problem with cessation 

5. Six months later measure the numbers s t i l l  smoking aiming to 
identify any reduction. 

ldeas for outcome measures (3) 
Core Concepts: 

Clinical Focus (Indirect Care), Patient Advocacy and Consultancv. 

Perhaps better liaison between the hospital and community services by 
a skilled specialist nurse could reduce the length of in-patient stays 
experienced by these patients during an acute exacerbation of their 
asthma. 
1. Examine records to identify average length of hospital admission 

amongst patients in the year before Asthma CNS was in post 1 
liaison activity occurred. 

2. Now identify average length of stay for the year after Asthma CNS 
came into post (don't count the first 6-8 months as this may be too 
early to expect impact). 

3. Is there any improvement? It may even be possible to  find out the 
average length of stay of asthma patients nationally or in a similar 
organisation with similar profile to  compare results. 

Bear in mind that many other factors such as the environment, new drug therapies or 
services available in the community may impact on length of stay, however you may be 
able to identify some clear links to your practice or report reduced length of stay as an 
outcome related to many variables, one of which includes the CNS role. 
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7 

Ideas for outcome measures (4) 
Core Concepts: 

Clinical Focus (Indirect Care) and Education & Trainina (of Staff). 

Could in-service training by Asthma CNS help nurses to feel more 
confident when teaching patients inhaler technique? 
1. Assess baseline confidence and competence by working with nurses 

teaching inhaler technique, using a short self-assessment 
questionnaire. 

2. Provide update sessions on inhaler technique for nurses with theory, 
practical demonstration and participation. 

3. Reassess competence and confidence after session through asking 
them to again complete the quiz, and demonstrate how they would 
perform the technique against identified criteria. 

\ 

Use a post-training evaluation sheet to gain insight into how participants viewed your 
training, areas for improvement and further topics staff may like covered. 

Hartley & Cowe (1997) also suggest another possible approach to outcome measures i s  to 
formulate and set personal outcome measures /targets with individual patients, and then 
monitor how well these have been achieved. This could be collected from audits of your 
own nursing documentation by evaluating whether a goal has been agreed and 
documented and whether there is  any evidence that it was achieved. This is a very 
patient-focused approach and provides you with insight into your work patterns and the 
effectiveness of many of your interventions. Also recommended in the UK pack, as part of 
the process of developing awareness of your 'impact', do keep a note, brief description 
and any supporting evidence when there is  an occasion where you feel you were 
responsible for any change in your practice or clinical practice in general or in service 
improvements. Use the five core concepts as a framework to  identify potential outcomes 
and as a checklist to ensure you have not omitted any important outcomes (Activity 8). 
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ACTIVITY 8: Role Audit Outcomes, using the Five Core Concepts 

CORE CONCEPT 

CLINICAL FOCUS 
Direct 
& 
Indirect Care 

PATIENT ADVOCACY 
Individual 
& / 

Group 

EDUCATION & TRAINING 
Patient 
Self 
Other Staff 

AUDIT & RESEARCH 
Audit of current practice 
and quality of patient care 
& 
Research Utilisation & 
contributing t o  Nursing 
research 

CONSULTANCY 
lntra & 
Interdisciplinary 
Internal & External 

EXPECTED OUTCOMES 
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3.6 THE CNSICMS & RESEARCH 

There is need for clinical practice to be based on the 'best available' evidence. The role of 
knowledge in nursing practice is becoming prominent with more literature available for 
the nurse to review, evaluate and implement. If the role of the CNSICMS includes 
improving patient care and advancing nursing practice, research and research utilisation 
must feature in the role. Rosenberg and Donald (1995) cited in Parohoo (1997: p94) 
outlines four steps in evidence-based medicine: "Formulate a clear clinical question from 
a patient's problem; search the literature for relevant clinical articles; evaluate (clinically 
appraise) the evidence for it's validity and usefulness; and implement useful findings in 
clinical practice". 

The CNSICMS, as exert practitioner, role model, educator and clinical leader is a source of 
knowledge for other nurseslrnidwives. Therefore, you must be capable of discriminating 
between knowledge based on opinion or scientific evidence and systematic reviews. 
In a study of 122 nurses in clinical practice in the UK, human sources of information for 
practice were overwhelmingly perceived as the most useful in reducing the clinical 
uncertainties of nurses' decision-making (Thompson et al, 2001). It was not the research 
knowledge per se butrthe medium (source) through which it was delivered that was 
most influential. 

The CNSICMS can participate in research at three different levels. The National Council 
(2001.) in their definition of the CNS and the five core concepts state that the CNSICMS 
'should at the very least be delivering nursing care based on the best and most current 
evidence available'. They also state that the CNSICMS role involves the specialist 
contributing to nursing research relevant t o  their area of practice. 

Level 1: The basic level being where the CNS plays a role in explaining, evaluating and 
communicating the research findings related t o  their practice area t o  other nursing staff. 
This requires judgement of the findings validity and reliability. 

Level 2: The second level the CNS applies the significance and implications of the 
research findings for patient care. This requires baseline measurement of existing care, 
introduction of new protocols and evaluation of post-implementation measurements 
are required. 

Level 3: The third and higher level involves the CNS conducting their own research. It 
should be noted that this has time and cost implications. Kitson (1997) states that "the 
ability to  generate knowledge in the first place is related to  authority and control over 
one's own environment, where it is  much more likely for systematic observation of 
practice t o  be undertaken where the conditions needed t o  control the intervention 
and the subjects are within reach of the individual clinician". 
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Reasons for not implementing research (Ibbotsen (1997) and Hunt (1996)) are outlined 
in table 3.6. 

TABLE 3.6: Reasons for Not Implementing Research in Practice 

Nursing based on tradition 

Lack of interest in research 

No systematic reviews 

Do not study problems of 
practitioners 

Perception that nurses do not need research 

Lack of support from manager / not allowed 
to use research findings 
Nurses do not understand research findings 

Do not manage to persuade, convince 
others of their value 

Opportunities now exist for CNSICMS to establish a research component to their role, 
with the improvements in nurse education and the recent research strategy for nursing 
and midwifery in Ireland (DOH&C, 2003). This pack is unable to provide you with all the 
skills you may require for research utilisation or carrying out research. If you visit 
www.ncnm.ie you can access the National Council's third level education courses 
database. From here yop may find some relevant courses of interest to you. 
There are also some colleges/universities offering 'stand alone' modules online and 
distance education courses. Critiquing literature can often be found as a short course in 
some institutions. Many skills can be gained or refreshed by keeping up to  date through 
reading. The skills you require should include being able to interpret and apply research 
findings to your practice. Contribution to research can involve working as part of a team 
on a research project or making suggestions for nursing research to the appropriate 
persons. The books and articles referenced in the bibliography, and peer-reviewed 
nursing journals are good sources of research information. 

3.7 SUMMARY 

Audit & research are an important component of the CNS role. Audit gives a voice to the 
consumer and is primarily about improving patient care but also generates a lot of 
relevant information for practice. There is no absolute audit methodology and there are 
many levels of audit activity ongoing in to-days healthcare environment to  learn from. 
It is important that the CNSJCMS is able to demonstrate their effectiveness as part of 
your professional role and to 'survive and thrive'. 

Research utilisation is inherent to the CNSJCMS role; often the challenges are to 
encourage others to implement research into practice. Contributing to nursing research 
may be time-consuming, or unfamiliar to you. However, you probably have a lot of ideas 
that you would like to explore and/or questions you would like answered. 
The pack recommends that you share them with those involved and who are free to carry 
out research. Remember if you are new to  audit or auditing a new topic, don't forget to  
ask for assistance. 
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A report* can be any document on a given topic that informs andlor persuades the 
reader; analyses facts; presents explanations and sometimes, makes recommendations. 
It can be of varying length but should always be clear, concise, complete and correct. 
As a CNSICMS, you may be required to provide various types of reports. 
The next section provides you with information on writing skills for an Annual Report. 
The processes and skills involved can be applied to  most reports. Then, the information 
required for a CNSJCMS annual report is considered. The final section of this chapter 
concentrates on preparing a service plan submission. 

4.1 WRITING SKILLS FOR A N  ANNUAL REPORT 

An Annual Report on your role and specialist services provides you with an excellent 
platform to explain your role to others in your service and organisation. The report 
provides you with a way to  share your progress and achievement to date, while providing 
up to date information on your patientklient group, their particular needs and 
appropriate care. Don't be afraid to  boast about achievement, however remember to 
give acknowledgement tolothers where due. If you have completed chapter one of the 
pack, a lot of the information gathered there will be of use to  you in planning and 
writing your report. It is  important that the report you write is a well-structured report 
that is clear, concise and needs only to be read once to  convey i ts  message. As you can 
imagine, to achieve such a report requires planning and time to prepare, collect, analyse 
and finalise data. Data management should be a year-round occurrence rather that an 
end of year event. A possible frameworWoutline for report writing follows: 

TABLE 4.1: Suggested Outline 1 Sequence for  a n  Annual Report 

Introduction I Forward The report's purpose 
Key background information 
A brief outline of the contents 
Definition of technical or specialist terms 

r Main body of the report Arrange to meet specific needs of the reader 
Clarifying the nature of the situation which 
has prompted the need for the report 
Discuss method of study, if relevant to report 
Reveal the relevant factslfindings 
Conclusion and recommendations 
Summary of key points 
References & Appendices 

* Report = a usually detailed account or statement or a formal record of proceedings 
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Reading relevant publications 1 annual reports written by others in your organisation will 
provide you with further information on report writing styles. Also, your organisation 
may have guidelines relating to corporate style. Such reports and guidelines may be 
available to view on your own organisation's website e.g. the SEHB website has the 
enclosed document: 
http://intranet/wublications/corp g u i d e / ~ ~ ~ ~ % 2 0 ~ a n u a l % 2 0 A % 2 0 w . ~ d f  

The following sections discuss the processes involved in report writing. 

1. Scope 

Agree purpose and limits for your specific report. What does the reader want and need 
to know? Do you need to obtain permission from any key stakeholders? What data will 
you require? 

2. Information Collection & Collation 

This can be quite time-copsuming and will involve collecting the required data and 
analysing it. You will need to judge and s i f t  through data you have gathered throughout 
the year, discard irrelevant and duplicated information and select, sort and arrange the 
required data in a logical sequence. Remember to keep to the scope of your report and 
seek clarification on issues you are unsure of. This type of information should be 
collected on a regular basis and analysed at intervals, as you may find it almost impossible 
if left until the end of year. In brief, when looking at information required for your 
annual report, remember to: 

Be prepared. 
Focus on the end result. 
Focus on the reader. 
Focus on the facts. 
What information do you have? 
What extra information will you require? 
Where, when and how will you collect it? 

3. Writing first draft using suggested headings 

Having decided the scope and limitations of your report, identify the key areas. 
Divide the report into sections, giving each key area i ts own subject headings. 

4. Editing & Final Report 

Proof read your report by asking others to read it. Edit and polish the language. 
Reference your report using a recognized method. Finally, publish it or disseminate it as 
appropriate. 
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4.2 GATHERING INFORMATION 1 DATA FOR YOUR ANNUAL REPORT 

When writing a report, allow sufficient time to  plan and write it, but also to  gather the 
relevant data. Leaving data collection and analysis t o  the year-end i s  stressful and will 
cause you to  omit a lot of good data because you have forgotten about it! Regular note 
taking, data collection and analysis should be gathered and stored throughout the year. 
ltems that may not seem very important at the time can later assume greater significance. 

ltems to  record and collect are facts about your actual role activity throughout the year, 
t o  include the nature of care provided and the number of patients seen by you in clinics, 
on wardlunit visits or during home visits. Also, try t o  keep track of telephone contacts 
with patients and their families. Keep a running total in your diary, on an excel 
spreadsheet or by designing a specific ledger style for patient contacts and activity 
analysis. To simplify data gathering, consider formulating a simple coding system for 
your main activities. Add up coded types of activity each week. 
This makes data collection easier, faster and more compact. 

You can develop your own coding system to  review your daily activities. If you complete 
this for a fortnight or a mohth, you will hopefully have captured most of your regular 
activities. Examples of possible codes are as follows: 

4. Audit & 15. Consultancy 
research 1 

1. Clinical 
Focus 

4.1 Clinical 5.1 
Audit 

1.1 

1.2 

6 = Travel (please specify t o  which code the above travel was related to). 
7 = Attending meetings (please specify t o  which code they related to). 
11= other (please specify). 

Direct 
contact 
with 
patient 

Indirect 
contact 

2. Patient 
Advocacy 

Inter- 
disciplinary 

3. Education & 
Training 

2.1 

2.2 Intra- 
disciplinarv 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

Group 
Advocacy 

Individual 
Advocacy 

Appendix 2, option 2 presents you with a time log sheet, which you can use to  develop 
your own codes. After a fortnight completing the sheets on a daily basis review your 
sheets and number or code each of your regular activities. It is these codes that you can 
record on a daily basis in your diary or tailor-made ledger. Work out the frequency of 
codes on a weekly and monthly basis. 

Education - 
self 

Education - 
patient 

Education - 
Staff 
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A possible template for your diary / ledger is suggested in Appendix 2, option 1. 
If you keep a regular tally of your activities in this way, you will then be able to  clearly 
state where you are spending your time when it comes t o  writing your annual report or 
providing progress reports for your manager. You may also use this data to  make 
comparisons and view trends in relation to your role activity from month to  month 
and from year to year. 

Remember to write down time spent on other activities and specify what these 'other 
activities' are. They will help you recognise a new activity or changing trends emerging in 
your work patterns. You may prefer to use more specific codes, than those provided 
above e.g. codes to cover all sub-types of activities e.g. education nursing staff, educating 
healthcare assistants, educating medical staff etc. Beware of too many codes 
as this may become confusing. It may be more appropriate to keep separate records on 
areas such as the target population of your education & training sessions. 
You can collate this type of information from your sign-in sheets. Specific types of 
audit and evaluations that you have carried out or were involved in could also be 
collected separately. The number of codes and how you manage your coding system 

/ 
will depend on the frequency of your role activities and should become apparent to  
you after you carry out your time log sheets (Appendix 2, option 2) for a fortnight. 

In summary, effective and efficient data gathering and collation through out the year will 
make the process of report writing less stressful and time-consuming and improve your 
reports accuracy. 
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Key Success Factors To Report Writing 

Allow sufficient time. 

Talk through your idea with a colleague or mentor. 

Plan your work. 

Keep good records. 

Perform a literature search, if appropriate. 

Keep language simple and clear. Sentences should be short and paragraphs. 

designed to highlight specific points. 

Check grammar, tenses, spelling, punctuation and jargon. 

Layout should be clear, dequenced, encourage the reader to move to the main 
text. 

Divide into sub-sections. 

Introduce and summarise each section. 

Ensure paragraphs flow together. 

Support opinions with evidence. 

Link references and citations into work. 

Integrate diagrams and illustrations. 

Use graphics and tables wisely. 

Use recognized referencing method. 

All terms clearly defined. 

Bibliography should include all referenced material and all other relevant material 
read. 

Appendices should contain data not appropriate to main body of report e.g. data 
collection tools used, existing protocols, reports. 
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4.3 THE CNSKMS ANNUAL REPORT 

A suggested structure for our imaginary asthma nurse specialist annual report could 
include the following: 

lntroduction - outlining the scope of the report. 
Contents. 
The service - Background information on your specialist service 
and need for the report. 
A review of the year, using the five core concepts as sub-headings. 
Future developments. 
Summary and conclusions. 

lntroduction to CNSICMS Annual Report 

Introduce the report and put it in context by outlining what will be covered in the 
report so that the reader knows what to expect. This section is usually written last 
because you are then able to ~learly state what is written in the main body of the 
report and thus ensure accuracy. As an example, the Asthma CNS might provide general 
information on asthma nationally, regionally, and world wide, including the related costs 
of asthma to patient andlor the servicelorganization. Explain the National Council 
definition of the CNSICMS to inform the reader that the report will utilise the five core 
concepts as headings. 

Contents Page 

If a document is longer then five pages, then a contents l is t  is  required. 

The Service 

Provide background information on your specialist areas of practice and the service you 
provide to your patientklient group. Include information about yourself - details about 
qualifications and experience. You could also use this opportunity to link your role to the 
National Council definition of a CNSICMS, the five core concepts and any relevant 
national health strategy objectives, local organisational objectives or any benchmark 
sites or practices relevant to your area. 

A review of the year 

What you decide to input in the main body of the report will depend on the nature of 
your role, your priorities for the previous year and the audience you are preparing your 
report for. Use of the five core concepts as sub-headings provides a useful structure 
for all CNSICMS annual report. 
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1. Clinical Focus - Direct and Indirect Care 

Provide information about direct and indirect patientklient care, to include: 
Details of type and number of patients seen. Plot out your activity on a monthly 
basis. Comment on change from previous years, deviations from norm or any 
activity you feel needs highlighting to the reader. 

Details of any evaluations of care or relevant findings from your role evaluations e.g. 
patient outcomes re length of stay, waiting times to see the CNSICMS or outcomes 
from any patient satisfaction survey you may have carried out in the previous year. 
Consider using quotes, if available, to illustrate your point. Quotes can be a very 
powerful tool to assist your reader's understanding of the situation. 

2. Patient Advocacy 

Highlight activities that demonstrate your performance in the area of patient advocacy. 
The National Council have stated that 'the CNSICMS role involves communication, 
negotiation and representation of the clientlpatient values and decisions in collaboration 
with other professionals and community resource providers'. You probably regularly . 
advocate for patientslclients on an individual andlor a group basis. Demonstrate how 
you represent or negotiate for patientslclients, perhaps a t  multi-disciplinary team 
meetings, in accessing certain services, promoting self-advocacy or representing 
patientslclients' views, values or decisions a t  other decision-making forums in community 
or in your organisation. 

3. Education and Training 

Your education and training role occurs both formally and informally and could be 
presented under the following three sub-headings: 

a) Self: Explain how you keep up to date and ensure evidence-based practice in your 
specialist area. Include studyltraining days but also any self-directed study or 
academic achievements in the past year. If you have completed a Personal 
Development Plan (PDP), refer to this here. 

b) Patient Describe how you provide patient and family education. 
Provide details on number of sessions provided for patient and their 
familieslfriend and any evaluations of these sessions. 

c) Staff Inform your reader about your role in 'upskilling' other staff so that they can 
provide direct care. Include types and frequency of education sessions; a 
profile of those taught e.g. different grades and professional types; and 
provide information on evaluation from training days. Also if you carried out 
a staff survey as part of your role evaluation add in any relevant findings that 
relate to your education and training sub-role. 
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4. Audit and Research 

Include in your report any details of: 

Audits of your role, of your practice and the quality of patient care, including 
patient satisfaction surveys. 
Needs assessments or service reviews. 
Change(s) implemented to  your practice or to patient care overall. 
Research findings disseminated and/or implemented in relation to your specialist 
area. 
Nursing research contributed and/or initiated in your specialist area. 

5. Consultancy 

Discuss how you have carried out your consultancy role in order to improve patient 
management, at inter and/or intra-disciplinary level. This may include your availability to 
others within your organization and without. Include the type and source of consultation 
whether they referred to specific clinical practice issues concerning a patient or were d 
more general educational consults in relation to your specialist area. Any developments 
on your referral criteria and/or referral pathway may be reported here. 

Link any of your work that promotes the National Health Strategy goals and objectives to  
the relevant goal, objective and action. Also, if you have done any work in the area of 
performance indicators or benchmarking, you could include it under the relevant 
heading. 

Future Developments 

The CNSICMS role i s  dynamic and responsive to patientlclient care needs as well as 
organisational needs. It is  important to provide evidence in your report of how you have 
taken a strategic approach to your role and specialist service development in order to  
improve patientlclient care. You could include your action 1 operational plan for your role 
as an appendix or describe what plans you have prioritised to develop or expand your 
service. The annual report is  an opportunity to provide your reader with information 
about your priorities for the coming year. 

Summary and Conclusion 

Readers tend to concentrate more at the start and the end of reports so provide a punchy 
summary of the key points. Include any relevant conclusions that can be supported by 
the information contained in the main body of your report. Your conclusion should 
provide an ending to the existing situation - where you are now and/or recommend a 
suitable course of action for the future. 
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Publishing and Disseminating your Report 

Who you will circulate your report to has already been decided since the beginning, as 
you have been writing the report with the reader in mind. Your report may be part of 
your organisation's annual report or you may have a more 'small -scale' readership in 
mind i.e. your manager and relevant clinicians. You may wish to  have some copies 
available for your patientslclients to access. Who ever your readership, it is important that 
your report is  presented in a clear, user-friendly manner. Check you have not broken the 
rules of report writing and get someone who has not seen drafts of the report to 
proof read your report. Table 4.2 outlines a checklist for you and your proof-reader to 
keep in mind when proof-reading. 

TABLE 4.2: Checklist when Proof-reading your Report 

Is the main body consistent with the objective(s) of the report? 
Is the flow logical and clear? 

; Does the main body naturally lead the reader to the conclusions and 
recommendations? / 

Are their sufficient headings to signpost the way? 
Have you supported your statements with evidence, when required? 
Has appropriate language and punctuation been used throughout? 
Does it have the impact you wanted? 
Will people want to read it? 
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4.4 YOUR SERVICE PLAN SUBMISSION 

This last section this chapter addresses writing a service plan submission, an area that can 
cause stress and confusion for many health professionals. What you have learned from 
reviewing and evaluating your role to  date may have highlighted an important area you 
would like to  develop and that requires input or approval from your organisation. This is  
when your line manager may request that you make a service plan submission. 

Devolution of the service planning process to  health care providers and health boards 
means that service planning is  now a key activity required of managers and professionals. 
The service plan is a critical component of the accountability framework (for health 
boards) in terms of ensuring the provision of appropriate, effective and equitable 
services, and for the effective control of resources (Butler & Boyle, 2000). The service 
planning process involves a bidding procedure to  implement change and this section 
concentrates on submitting a service plan proposal. 

The service plan proposal or bid may be a yearly occurrence for some CNSICMSs, 1 

especially for those whose role is  s t i l l  relatively new to  the service and s t i l l  developing. ' 

The proposed development is based on assessment of local need and should make 
sound business sense as well as being a safe, efficient and effective proposal that 
achieves health and social gain for your patientklients. The purpose of your service 
plan bid may involve a proposal for extra staff t o  deliver a more client-focused service 
in your specialist area or it may be a request for equipment t o  increase your 
effectiveness. Whatever the purpose, it is important that you are aware of the service 
planning process connect'ed to  your organisation and can participate when necessary. 
Your manager is your main support when developing a bid. 

A bidding process to  implement change should include a detailed, objective appraisal of 
local need for the envisaged change and demonstrate clear benefits t o  the patient /client 
while promising best use of resources. When preparing a bid, it is  important that you are 
aware of your own organisation objectives and priorities and that you can link your 
proposed change t o  your organisations priorities. It is  also important in to-days 
healthcare environment that your bid reflects external changes in the healthcare 
environment (e.g. health reforms and policies) and that the strategic direction of the 
service provider is in harmony with the Department of Health & Children's strategic 
directions. 

In practice, this means that the National Health Strategy (2001) goals and objectives must 
be properly reflected and clearly documented in your service plan bid($. 
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All bids for developments that have cost implications that require careful planning and 
negotiation. If your bid for proposed changes can demonstrate that the change will 
improve patient care and make savings or even provide an opportunity for income 
generation, then your proposed service development is likely to be welcomed by 
managers. If you can show the benefit of your bid over the long-term and how it links in 
with your organisations long term, strategic plans, this can be quite advantageous to 
your bid. 

Showing the benefit of your proposal requires that you include a business rationale in 
your bid. Draw on colleagues in the contracts departments, HlPE coding departments and 
information technology to  supply and/or present appropriate supporting information, 
such as previous activity levels and costs related to  your patientlclient group. 
Further evidence to support your case such as information on current trends or 
cost-effective benefits, may be available from Nursing and Medical Libraries. 
Contacting colleagues in similar roles inside and outside of your organisation is  also a 
useful source of information and gives a wider perspective on services developments in 
your specialist area. 

1 

The following service plan outline (Strategic Planning Department, SEHB, 2002) is a 
possible format for your service plan proposal. However, you should use your local 
organisation template and this can be accessed via your line manager. 

TABLE 4.3: Outline For Service Plan (Strategic Planning, SEHB 2002) 
Service category 
Service Location 
Proposed Development 
Link to  national health Strategy: Goal; Objective and Action. 
Key responsible person 
Prepared by Date 
Business case for Service Development Proposal 
Needs Analysis 
Costs (capital, pay and non-pay costs) 
Identified benefits 
Key results areas / deliverables 
Outcome measurement / performance indicators 
Signed (General Manager) 
Recommended (Regional Manager) 
Approved for submission (CEO) 

Submissions are sent, via local management structures to the Department of Health & 
Children for approval. Successful bids are notified to your organisation via the 'letter of 
determination' from the Department of Health and Children. This letter is  available to 
view in your organisation's annual service plan document. The official service plan 
document is drawn up within 42 days of receipt of the letter of determination; 
as set down in the Health (Amendment) Act  NO.^), (1996); and put before the Board of 
Management for approval. If your bid has been unsuccessful, follow up with your 
manager, what happened it and why it did not succeed. Also, find out is it worthwhile 
re-submitting or are there any other ways resources could be made available for your 
proposal. 





Summary 
"Strategy is the route to be followed in order to realise vision and overall purpose" 

(Harrison, 2000) 
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SUMMARY 

The CNSICMS Role Resource Pack i s  designed to  assist you to  clarify your specialist role, 
evaluate your role, identify areas for development and formulate plans to  implement 
changes at a personal or service level. Throughout the pack the theme of the National 
Council's definition of the CNSICMS and the five core concepts are highlighted as central 
t o  your role clarification, evaluation and development. 

The pack was piloted over a seven-month period in the South Eastern Health Board. 
A concurrent education programme for the pilot group of specialists was developed 
and also piloted. The evaluation of the 'pilot phase' suggests that the education 
programme enhanced the uptake, optimum and appropriate use of the pack. 

A main objective of the pack is t o  assist you to  articulate and demonstrate your 
effectiveness. This i s  very important for patientslclients, nurses/midwives and your 
organisation; especially so in this time of change for nursinglmidwifery and our health 
services. I t  is recognised that there are many complex issues associated with role 
development and that the nature of the work undertaken by CNSslCMSs must 
develop in response to the needs of patients and clients. 

/ 

It is  expected that this pack will be a dynamic resource tool that will change and evolve : 

as your specialist roles develop. It is hoped and expected that you will utilise the pack 
during the lifetime of your specialist role. The project t o  support and enhance the 
professional role of the CNSICMS runs until June 2004. We will keep you updated, 
through the National Council's website, of any changes t o  the pack. If you have any 
comments, queries or ideas for development of this pack, please do not hesitate 
to  contact the Unit. 

Joan Gallagher, 
Project Officer, Nursing Midwifery Planning & Development Unit, 
South Eastern Health Board, 
Kilkenny, Ireland. 
Email: sallaaherjQsehb.ie 

Healthcare provision is complex and multifaceted and the response o f  specialist and 
advanced practice is a t  an early stage in Ireland 

(National Council, 2002). 
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Definition Of the Role of Clinical Nurse or Midwife Specialist 
(National Council for the Professional Development of Nursing & Midwifery, 
Clinical Nurse 1 Midwife Specialist Intermediate Pathway, April 2001) 

A nurse or midwife specialist in clinical practice has undertaken formal recognised post- 
registration education relevant to his / her area of specialist practice at higher diploma 
level. Such formal education i s  underpinned by extensive experience in the relevant 
specialist area. 

The area of speciality is a defined area of nursing or midwifery practice that requires 
application of specially focused knowledge and skills, which are both demand and 
required to improve the quality of client / patient care. 

The specialist practice will encompass a major clinical focus, which comprises assessment, 
planning, delivery and evaluation of care given to  patients / clients and their families in 
hospital, community and outpatient settings. The specialist nurse or midwife will work 
closely with medical and para medical colleagues and may make alterations in prescribed 
clinical options along agreed protocol driven guidelines. 

The specialist nurse or midwife will participate in nursing research and audit and act as a 
consultant in education and clinical practice to nursing / midwifery colleagues and the 
wider multidisciplinary team. 

Core Concepts of the Role of Clinical Nurse or Midwife Specialist 

Clinical Focus: The role of CNSJCMS must have a strong patient focus whereby the 
specialty defines itself as nursing1 and subscribes to the overall purpose, functions 
and ethical standards of nursing (ICN 1992). The clinical practice role may be 
divided into two categories, direct and indirect care (Markham 1988, Kersley 1992). 
Direct care comprises the assessment, planning, delivery and evaluation of care t o  
patients and their families, indirect care relates to activities that influence others in 
their provision of direct care. 

Patient Advocate: The CNSICMS role involves communication, negotiation and 
representation of the clientlpatient values and decisions in collaboration with other 
professionals and community resource providers. 

Education and Training: The CNSICMS remit for education and training consists 
of structured and impromptu educational opportunities to facilitate staff 
development and patient education (McCaffrey Boyle 1996). Each CNS is responsible 
for hidher continuing education through formal and informal educational 
opportunities thus ensuring continued clinical credibility amongst nursing, 
medical and paramedical colleagues. 

Audit & Research: Audit of current nursing practice and evaluation of 
improvements in the quality of patient care are essential. The CNSICMS must keep 
up date with current relevant research to ensure evidence-based practice and 
research utilisation. The CNSICMS must contribute to nursing research, which is 
relevant to hidher particular area of practice. 
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Consultant: Inter and intra-disciplinary consultations both internal and external 
are recognised as part of the contribution of the clinical nurse specialist to  the 
promotion of improved patient management. 

Clinical specialisation in nursing is not a new phenomenon. Early in i t s  development 
professional nurses recognised that certain patients' or clients' needs required 
practitioners with more specific and specialised knowledge and skills than could be 
efficiently or effectively delivered through educational preparation at generalist level 
(ICN 1992). The domain of Clinical Nurse Specialist covers a variety of specialist areas of 
practice which span the seven broad band nomenclatures as described in the Report of 
the Commission on Nursing (1998), which reads as follows: 

High dependency nursing, (this broad band might include areas such as coronary care, 
intensive therapy, [psychiatry] and neonatal intensive care nursing); 
Rehabilitation and habilitation nursing, (this broad band might include areas such as 
care of the elderly, spinal injuries and palliative care nursing); 
Medicallsurgical nursing, (this broad band might include areas such as oncology. 
infection control, stoma care, neurosciences and anaesthesia nursing); 
Maternal and child health nursing. (this broad band might include areas such as 
parent craft. ultrasonography, paediatric cardiology and paediatric oncology nursing); 
Community health nursing, (this broad band might include areas such as health 
education and health promotion, family development and community psychiatry); 
Mental Health nursing. (this broad band might include areas such as addiction 
counselling and behaviour therapy); and 
Disability nursing. (this broad band might include areas such as sensory stimulation 
and challenging behaviour). 

The examples of sub-specialist areas given for each broad band area are for illustrative 
purposes. (Section 6.39 p107 Report of the Commission on Nursing 1998) 

Specific core concepts define the common components of the practice of Clinical Nurse 
Specialist, while individual specialties encompass unique knowledge, skills and abilities of 
their own (Jasper 1994, Mc Sharry 1995. Bousfield 1997. Bamford & Gibson 1997, 
Armstrong 1999). Paramount to the current and continuing development of the Clinical 
Nurse Specialist role is the demonstration of accountability, professional responsibility and 
service to the clientlpatient group. 

The CNSICMS definition should be sufficiently capacious to facilitate individual specialist 
activities from within and across all disciplines of the nursing profession in Ireland. 
The definition and underlying concepts outline the desired level of knowledge, 
experience and abilities of this specific group of professionals. Orderly development of 
specialist nursing roles will play a significant part in expanding the depth, breadth and 
rigor of nursing knowledge and expertise (ICN 1992) thus contributing to  the 
international body of professional nursing knowledge. 
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Appendix Two 

Time Log Sheets & Diary 

Introduction to options 1 & 2. 

In appendix two, there are two options for your activity analysis sheet. 

Option I i s  to maintain a ledger of your activities using a code system to  make data 
collection and analysis easier (read pages 69-70 for further instructions) 

Option 2 is a time log sheet. If you have never kept any activity analysis, it may be easier 
to start with this option. Tough it was developed as a time management tool, it is useful 
to gather information on where you are spending your time. After writing down your 
activities for a fortnight or a month, you can then group them under the five core 
concepts. This allows you to estimate amount of time you spend under any core concept. 
For more information on the time log sheyt, read pages 69,94 and 95. 



id Code 
1 Activity 

Example of Activity Sheet for Contact Analysis Ledger I Diary . 

CNS (Tick box or insert length of time as appropriate) Month 

Fname 

. -. 
-- 

Sname Medical No. Address In-Pt OPD 

Telephone 
consulta- 
tion 

New 
Pt. 

Re- 
admis 
sion 

Recall 
to 
clinic 

Hosp 
Length 
of stay 

Acute 
Length 
of (~CU stay 

/HDU) 



id Code Education 
/ Activity Medical Patient I Education Education 
no. Fname Sname No. Family of Staff other Other 

J-t 
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TlME LOG DIARY OPTION TWO (CMT LTD 2002) 

Copy the attached time log sheet and complete for at least a period of two weeks. 

HOW TO FILL OUT YOUR TlME LOG 

o Fil l  out as you are going along, do not wait until the end of the day and hope that 
you will remember exactly what you did during the day. Accuracy is important. 

o Fill out one sheet per day (or more if required). Do not have more than one day on 
any sheet. 

o Identify in the space marked Main Goal (s) what you have planned to achieve on 
that day. Fi l l  this out either the previous evening, or the first thing in the morning, 
before undertaking any activity. 

Column 1 - Enter the start  time of the activity. 
Column 2 - Enter a brief description of the activity you are doing. 
Column 3 - Enter the time the activity was finished. 
Column 4 - Leave this column blank (Fill in at analysis stage). 
column 5 - Be very critical in this column. Could you have delegated this activity? 
Column 6 - Enter the time that could have been saved if this activity could have been 

delegated, or if you had handled it more effectively than you possibly did. 
Column 7 - ldentify if this was a planned activity or if it was what we would consider an 

interruption or unplanned event. 
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ANALYSIS 

After the two-week stage, review your time log sheets. 

Consider Are these activities truly helping me achieve my role purpose? 
Can I relate the activities to the five core concepts of the CNSICMS role? Did 
I do every thing I needed to do? 
Did I have enough time to do the things I wanted to? 
When was I most productive I least productive? 
Did I accomplish the most important things? 
Did I have to do all of these things or could I have effectively delegated 
any? 
Assign priorities to the activities carried out each day; top up time spent on 
high, medium and low priorities. 
Note your top five time wasters. 
Develop an action Plan to deal with them. 
Post your plan where you can see it. 

This timelog sheet i s  used as part of the time management module in the CNSICMS 
development programme. Briefly, time mqagement can be visualised in terms of three 
interlocking circles: 

Self- 
Organisation 

Forward, Planning 
\ & Priority Setting [ ~ommunications 1 
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Time Log Sheet Date: 

Main Goal(s) for the day: 

Time Activity 
Finis, 
Time 

- 

Possible 1 PossibL 
to 

Delegat~ 
Yes I No 

1 Hours / 
I 

1 Total 

Interruption 

I 

Yes I No 



APPENDIX 3: Activity Analysis Sheet 

ActivityIContact Analysis Sheet 

I Time Spent 1 Importance 

I I 
Clinical Focus 

Clinical Focus 

Direct contact with ~atients/clients- Individuals I 
Groups 

Direct contact with other nurses about 

0 = no time 
5 = a great deal 
of time 

patientslclients. 1 I 

0 = no importance 
5 = very important 
I vital 

Direct contact with doctors about ~atientslclients 1 I 
Direct contact with other healthcare professionals I I 
about patientslclients 
Direct contact with other non- healthcare 
professionals about patientslclients 
Telephone advice patients 1 clients 

healthcare profession'als 

Patient Advocacy 
Individual patient 1 client basis 
Grow basis 

Education & Training 
Patient / Client & Familv Education 
Teachingltraining other colleagues and other 
health professionals 
Self / PersonallProfessionaI updating 

Audit & Research 
Participating in audit 
Participating 1 contributing to  research 

Consultant I I I 
Internal Consultations I I I 
External Consultations I I I 

add your own activities in these blank lines ifrelevant or not 
counted in the above key per3'omance areas 

Admin. 1 Clerical (arranging meetings, writing 
notes, reports, filing, photocopying etc.) 
Travelling 

I 
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ActivityIContact Analysis Sheet (Blank) 

I 

Clinical Focus 

Time Spent 
0 = no time 
5 = a great deal 
of time 

Patient Advocacy 

/ 

Importance 
0 = no importance 
5 = very important 
1 vital 

Education & Training 

I I 

Audit & Research 
I I 

Consultant 

I I 

Add your own activities in the blank lines: Remember most 1 
of your activities should fit under a core concept heading, 
if they relate to your specialist role purpose 

I I 

Admin. I Clerical (arranging meetings, writing I 
notes, reports, filing, photocopying etc.) 
Travelling 



APPENDIX 4: Network Diagram 

Network Diagram 

You can use this framework, or simply start with a blank sheet of paper 
and improvise! 



APPENDIX 5: Reviewing or formulating a Mission Statement 

Option 1: REVIEWING YOUR EXISTING MISSION STATEMENT (C.M.T. Ltd, 2002) 

Thinking about what an effective mission statement i s  setting out t o  achieve, review your 
existing mission. Use the following questions to assist you in your review. 

4.1 Is your mission statement inspirational in the  way  it presents t h e  future? 

4.2 Is it clear and challenging? 

4.3 Can it be used to help you focus? 

4.4 Does it provide you with a framework which vou can use to develop 
organis&ional goals & objectives? 

- 

4.5 Can you see evidence in your role tha t  shows the  mission statement in 
action? 
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Customers 

Concern for continuous quality improvement 

Philosophy of the organisation 

Self concept 

Concern for public image 

Q.6 Can you identify if your mission statement displays the following 
characteristics that effective mission statements shoud have? 

Characteristic Yes No 
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Option 2: FORMULATING A COMPLELLING MISSION STATEMENT 
(CMT Ltd; 2002) 

The following questions may help you to focus on and develop your own mission 
statement. Imagine that this statement is  going to be presented to  all of your 
stakeholders. 

9.2 Who are your stakeholders? What do each of them want from you? 

/ 

9.3 What does your organisation want you to be especially good at doing? 

Q.4 What changes do you expect to see in the demand for your services over 
the next five years? 
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Q.6 How do your clients / customers view the quality of the service you 
deliver? 

4.7 How do you want your clients 1 customers to be able to view the quality 
of what you deliver? 

YOUR COMPELLING MISSION STATEMENT 



APPENDIX 6: Settinq obiectives for vour Proiect Plan 

TEMPLATE FOR SETTING SHORT, MEDIUM & LONG TERM OBJECTIVES 
(C.M.T. Ltd; 2002) 

Take each o f  the  key success factors (KSF) in tu rn  and identify where you would  like t o  be 
i n  each area in five years time. Then develop the objectives fo r  the  medium and 
long-term in each area. Remember your objectives should be 
SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achieveable, Relevant and Time bound. 

K e y  Success Factor: 

Where  would you like to be in five years  in t h i s  KSF? 

Medium term objec t ives  for t h i s  KSF 

Shor t - te rm ob jec t ives  for t h i s  KSF 



APPENDIX 7: Template for  completing an Operational Plan 

OPERATIONAL PLAN 

Core Concept or 

Key Success Factor: 

Service Plan Reference: 
(if relevant 1 appropriate) 

Operation Plan Reference: 

KEY PRIORITY: 

WHAT ARE THE KEY ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN  IMPLEMENTATING THIS 
PRIORITY? 

WHEN WILL IT BE IMPLEMENTED? 
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WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION? 

IF NOT EXPECTED TO BE COST NEUTRAL, IDENTIFY FUNDING SOURCE 

'MEASUREMENT CRITERIA /PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

REVIEW DATES: 



APPENDIX 8: Template for Personal Development Plan 

Example of Personal Development Plan Template (CMT ltd, 2002) 
(ONE PLAN PER COMPETENCY / DEVELOPMENT NEED) 

Competency to be addressed: 

Related Core Concept: 

Target Outcome: A clear description of what you will be able to do, once you have 
addressed the competency. 

Specific Steps that you will take to address this particular development need, including 
the date steps to be completed by. 

Steps I will take: Expected Completion 
Date: 

How will you measure your success? 
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Ways you will be able to utilise this competency 

Support you will need to  develop this competency - whose support do you need and 
how will you obtain it? 

How will you measure your progress? 

Review Dates: 

Signed Date Signed Date 

Signed Date Signed Date 

Signed Date Signed Date 
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USEFUL WEB SITES 

University of York, Centre for Evidence-Based Nursing 
www.vork.ac.uklhealthsciences/centres/evidence/cebn.htm 

Centre for evidence-based nursing (University of York) 
Many evidence-based journals available via links from 
http://minerva.minervation.com/cebn/ 

Joanna Briggs Institute for Evidence-Based Nursing 
www.ioannabriaaas.edu.au 

Bandolier 
www.ir2.ox.ac.uklbandolier 

Gavel 
wwwmidence-based-medecine.co.uMaavelhtml 

(vww.aooale.com (useful search engine) 

www.altavista.com (useful search engine) 

www.nelh.nhs.uk (NHS National Electronic health library) 

www.ncnm.ie (useful links) 

www.hrb.ie (Free access to Cochrane Library) 

www.bmj.com (journals on line) 

www.iris.ie (Irish university libaries) 

www.copac.ac.uk (will give you a l i s t  of where journals are in UK and sometimes Irieland) 

ie - irish website .org - voluntary groups .gov - goverent body 

.com - Limited company .info - provider of info .net - provider of services 

.int - intergovernmental (WHO / UN / EU) .edu/ - 3rd level institution 

.ac.uk - academic 

http://aateway-di.ovid.com/ this is  the password page to enter Ovid online (password 
available from your librarian - gives you access to Medline, CINAHL and full text journals 
on line, i f  your organisation is subscribed) 
Hint: Limit Medline to human and English 
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Designing and Administering Questionnaires 

Before designing your questionnaire you should have planned, consulted and decided 
exactly what you want to I need to find out. Only then will you know if a questionnaire is  
suitable to yield useful data. 

Care has to be taken in selecting question type, in question writing, in the design and 
piloting, distribution and return of questionnaires. 

Thought must be given as how responses will be analysed during the design 
phase. The more structured a question, the easier it will be to analyse. 

Youngman (1986) l ists seven question types as follows: 

Verbal or open The expected response is a word, phrase or comment. 
(unstructured) Content analysis may be required unless the information obtained is 

being used for special purposes (e.g. further topics for interviews). 

Structured 
List A l i s t  of items is offered (respondents may tick more than one 

/ 
qualification). 

Category The response is only one of a given set of categories e.g. age. 

Ranking The respondent is asked to place something in rank order e.g. 
qualities or characteristics. 

Scale Nominal 
Ordinal 
Interval 
Ratio 
These require careful handling during analysis. 

Quantity The response i s  a number (exact or approximate) giving the amount of 
some characteristic. 

Grid A table or grid is provided to record answers to two or more questions 
at the same time. 

QUESTION WORDING 

Wording should be precise, clear to remove ambiguity (i.e. jargon-free) 
Also if the information is not essential to the study - leave it out. 

Q.l How much time, on average do you spend on studying? Please tick (4) appropriate 
box. A great deal ? A certain amount ? 0 Not at all ? 0 

A great deal to student A may mean something different to student B 
Perhaps ask the amount of time spent studying. To be more precise you would ask the 
students to keep a time log. 
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If respondents are confused o r  hesitate over an  answer, they may pass on to t h e  
next  question. You wan t  answers t o  a l l  questions, so t r y  and avoid confusion. 

The following example looks straight forward or is it? 

4.2 Which type of school does your child attend? ( please tick) 

Infant school Primary school Comprehensive school ( 

Grammar school Other (please specify) 

There is an assumption you have only one child. Change to  a category response. 

Avoid over reliance o n  memory if it is  addressing an area respondents have n o t  
dealt w i t h  recently. Take care t o  avoid asking questions which ask f o r  information 
the  respondent may n o t  have readily a t  hand. 

Never ask a double question. 

e.g:Do you spend time on audit and research? Is a yes answer yes to both or one? 

/ 
Avoid leading questions, where it might be  dif f icul t  f o r  t he  respondent 
t o  disagree. 

e.g. Do you not agree that ...... 

Be aware of presuming questions. 

e.g. Does the university / health board make adequate provision for counselling? 
- you are presuming they should provide counselling - when some respondents may not 
think that university 1 college should provide the service. 

Avoid Hypothetical questions if possible. 

If you had no responsibilities and plenty of money, what would you do with ... 
Likely to be wrongly answered by respondants (but I do have responsibilities ...) 
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Do not use offensive questions 

If you do have a sensitive issue, you must put in the questionnaire, consider the wording 
and positioning of the question extra carefully, usually positioned to the end e.g. age. 

APPEARANCE AND LAYOUT 

Tidy, typed (or printed if large survey). 
Instructions should be clear in capitals or different type. 
Spacing between the questions will help the reader and also when you analyse 
responses. 
If you want to keep the questionnaire to a limited number of sheets it may be better 
to  photo-reduce copy. 
Keep any response boxes in line, towards the right of the sheet. 
If you intend to use a computer program, allow space on the right of the sheet for 
coding. 
Look critically at the questionnaire and ask yourself what impression it would give if 
you were the recipient. 
Take care over the order of the questions. Leave sensitive ones to later in the 
questionnaire. Start with straight forward, easy to complete questions and move on 
to more complex topics. 

SAMPLE SIZE 

Sample size often depends on the time you have, the topic and the population you wish 
to study. In large surveys, sampling techniques will be employed in order to produce a 
sample which is, as far as possible, representative of the population as a whole, therefore 
generalizations can be made. 

Remember, you are dependent on the goodwill and the availability of subjects - often in 
small studies it is hard to achieve a true random sample. Opportunity samples are 
generally acceptable as long as the make-up of the sample and limitations of the 
data are realized. However you should try and select a sample as representative as 
possible. Random sampling means each individual has an equal chance of being selected 
e.g. alternate names on an alphabetical l i s t  (you may wish and it is  often wise to have 
reserve names). 

You may wish to have representative sub-group (age, gender) e.g. 
total population = 100; number of men = 60; number of women = 40; 
survey population = 50; number of men = 30; number of women = 20. 
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PILOTING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Test how long it takes to complete all questions and that all questions and instructions are 
clear. Try out on a group similar to the one that will form the sample population of your 
study. Carry out preliminary analysis to  see if the wording or format will present any 
difficulties when the main data is  analysed and that the questions are producing the 
expected answer types i.e. respondents are answering the question asked as you intended. 

Ask your pilot group other information on the questionnaire e.g.: 

1) How long did it take to  complete? 
2) Were the instructions clear? 
3) Were any of the questions unclear or ambiguous? If so, will you say which and why? 
4) Did you object in any way to  answering any of the questions? If so, which & why? 
5) In your opinion, ha any major topic been omitted? 
6) Was the layout of the questionnaire clear / attractive? 
7) Any comments? 

DPTRlBUTlON & RETURN OF QUESTIONNAIRES 

YOU are likely to gain better co-operation if you establish personal contact. Try using 
internal mail to reduce costs; postal surveys are expensive and response rates are 
generally low. 

Unless you are meeting subjects face to face, a letter is required explaining purpose of the 
questionnaire, that approval has been given and what will be done with information 
provided. Return of completed questionnaire implies consent to  use data as outlined in 
letter. 

Give a return date - two weeks is  a reasonable length of time for completion - give 
precise day and date. Include an SAE if respondents have to return questionnaire by post. 

Record date sent out and date returned - if you decide to  follow-up non-respondents, a 
second letter with a questionnaire will be sent out. If you do not ask for names to  be given 
or devise some system of numbering, you will have no way of knowing who has replied and 
who has not. If you promise anonymity - there is no way of linking response rate with 
individuals, and you may consider a blanket reminder to all possible respondents. A high 
non-response rate distorts results. Write out a week after return date. In large studies, a 
third or fourth reminder may be sent, though the yield at this stage may be low. 
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FURTHER READING FOR INFORMATION ON QUESTIONNAIRES: 

Parahoo A.K. (1997) Nursing Research: Principles, Process and Issues New York: Palgrave 
Publishers LTD. (Chapter 11: questionnaires pp246 - 280). 
Polit D.F. Beck C.T. & Hungler B.P. (2001) Essentials o f  Nursing Research: Methods, Appraisal 
and Utilization. 5th edition. Lipponcott, Philadelphia. (pp267 -270 & p86). 
Cormack D. F. 5. (1996) the research process in Nursing. 3rd edition. Blackwell Science 
Oxford. (Ch. 22 pp236 - 249). 
McGibbon G. (1997) How t o  avoid the pitfalls o f  questionnaire design. Nursing Times 93(19) 
~ ~ 4 9 - 5 1  
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Patient Questionnaire - Asthma Specialist Nurse Service 
Hartley & Cowe (1997) 

My name is  -- and I was your asthma specialist nurse during your recent stay in hospital. 
I am always keen to ensure that the service I provide meets the needs of my clients. 
Please help me to  improve by completing the following questionnaire. Your replies are 
anonymous, but if you wish t o  put your name on the sheet please feel free to  do so. 

1. Some information about you 
Please tick the relevant box: Yourage: 0 - 1 6  0 17-30 0 

31-45 0 45-60 0 

60plus 0 
l am Male 0 Female 0 

When was your asthma diagnosed? .............................................................................. 

2. Your views on the services provided by the asthma nurse 

Hoyv helpful was the information Good, complete and easily understood 0 
abqut asthma you were given by you Average, all right but could have been better 0 
asthma specialist nurse? Unsatisfactory, incomplete and confusing 0 

What impact has this information I feel more confident and independent 0 

had on your confidence in managing It has made no difference 0 
your asthma? I feel less confident 0 

3. Please circle any words from the selection below which describe the care 
you received from the asthma specialist nurse? 

Supportive Bossy Unhelpful Rushed 

Not enough contact Crucial to my recovery Considerate Friendly 

Poor Wonderful Invaluable Difficult to contact 

Sensitive Irrelevant Condescending Informative 

1 Adequate Easy to contact Promoted independence Professional I 
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4. Are there any other comments you would like to make? 

........................................................................................................................................................ 

5. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the service? 

........................................................................................................................................................ 

Extra question from pilot group 

6. Was there any topic not covered that you would have liked to discuss with the 
Nurse Specialist? 

Please return by (allow 7 - 10 days) in SAE to (name appropriate Dept 1 collection 
point) by (day & date). 

Thank-you for your help in completing this questionnaire 
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NURSING STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE 

Confidential 
Please help me evaluate the Asthma Specialist Nurse Service. All replies will be treated in 
confidence, with only summary data being reported with anonomised quotes. 
Please tick the appropriate boxes. 

1.0 Have you recently cared fo r  a patient w i th  asthma? 
YES 0 NO 0 

1.1 If yes, approximately h o w  long ago was your most recent contact? 

a) less than 3 months ago 
b) between 3 and 6 months ago 
c) between 6 and 12 months ago 
d) between 12 and 18 months ago 
e) more than 18 months ago 

2.0 ' What positionlrole were you in when you had this most recent contact? 
/ 

3.0 Do you know who the asthma specialist nurse is? 
Yes I think I know I'm not sure No 
0 0 0 0 

4.0 Have you met the asthma specialist nurse? 
YES 0 NO 0 

5.0 Do you know how t o  contact the asthma specialist nurse? 
YES 0 NO 0 

6.0 Have you ever attended any formal training given by the asthma 
specialist nurse? 
YES 0 NO 0 

6.1 If yes, did you f ind this training relevant t o  your work? 
Yes, Yes, most of it Some of it Not much of it No, it wasn't 

definitely was relevant was relevant relevant 
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6.2 If you didn't think it was relevant why not? 

7.0 HAS THE ASTHMA SPECIALIST NURSE EVER GIVEN YOU ANY ADVICE 
CONCERNING THE CARE OF AN ASTHMATIC PATIENT? 
YES 0 NO 0 

7.1 IF YES, DID YOU FIND THIS ADVICE RELEVANT TO YOUR WORK? 
Yes, Yes, most o f  it Some o f  it Not much o f  it No, it wasn't 

definitely was relevant was relevant relevant 
0 0 0 0 0 

7.2 If you didn't think it was relevant why not? 

8.0 If you have had either formal training, or  advice f rom the asthma 
specialist nurse do you feel you have a greater understanding o f  the needs 
of  asthmatic patients? 

Yes 0 Not particularly 0 No 0 

8.1 If no, please explain why not 

9.0 Are there any topics you would like the asthma nurse specialist t o  
train I advise on? If yes, please list topics. 

10. If you have ever had cause t o  contact the Asthma Specialist Nurse was she? 
Easy t o  contact Fairly easy t o  Fairly hard t o  Very hard t o  

contact contact contact 

11. What is the best aspect o f  the service the Asthma Specialist 
Nurse provides? 
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12. What is the worst aspect of the service the Asthma Specialist Nurse 
provides? 

PLEASE COMMENT ON ANY OTHER ASPECTS OF THE SERVICE THE 
ASTHMA NURSE PROVIDES: 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. 
Please return to the Clinical Audit Department I appropriate collection point 

by -day 81 date - 
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Strictly Private and Confidential 

Clinicians' Questionnaire - Asthma Clinical Nurse Specialist 
(Hartley & Cowe, 1997) 

1. Has the Asthma Specialist Nurse been involved in the care o f  your patients? 

yes 0 no 0 

2. Do you think the services currently provided improve the quality o f  
patient care ? 

yes 0 to  some degree 0 no 0 

3. Which services currently offered by the Asthma Specialist Nurse do  you feel 
make the greatest impact on the quality o f  patient care ? 

........................................................................................................................................................ 

4. What other services would you like t o  see offered by the Specialist Nurse? 

5. Do you think the Specialist Nurse facilitates discharge ? 

yes 0 to  some degree 0 no 0 

6. Please make additional comments about the service the Specialist Nurse 
provides: 

Thank you for taking the t ime t o  complete this questionnaire 
please return to: 

day & date. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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CNS Role Audit (Hamric, 1989) 

A Model for CNS Evaluation (Ann B. Hamric, 1989: pp98-100) 

Use of Donabedian's Model in Evaluating CNS Goal 

Goal: To facilitate discharge planning and continuity of care through implementing 
primary nursing on a surgical unit. 

Structure 
(Focus: Did the intervention occur? In this case, did primary nursing get implemented?) 

Objectives: 
1. Educational sessions on primary nursing are held. 
2. Guidelines are developed for primary nurses and associate nurses. 
3. The unit employs sufficient numbers of RN staff to implement primary nursing. 
4. Patients are able to identify their primary nurse. 
5. The primary nurse is identified on the patient's chart and an assessment is  made of 

each patient within 24 hours of admission. 
/ 

Process : 
(Focus: What is  the quality of the primary nursing model? How well is primary nursing 
being practiced?) 

Objectives: 
1. Staff satisfaction improves after introduction of primary nursing. 
2. Quality of staff's use of nursing process improves after model is implemented. 
3. Staff evaluations of educational sessions are positive. 
4. Staff turnover and absenteeism both decrease after introduction of primary nursing. 
(See Kent and Larson [I9831 for additional structural and process measures.) 

OUTCOME 
(Focus: What difference did the model make for patients?) 

Objectives: 
1. Patients on the primary unit have a decreased length of stay compared with similar 

patients (controlling for such variables as acuity and age) on the unit before primary 
nursing was implemented. 

2. Patient satisfaction with nursing care increases compared with satisfaction before 
implementation. 

3. Patients demonstrate more knowledge about their home care requirements than did 
similar patients on the unit before primary nursing was implemented. 

4. The number of postoperative complications experienced by patients decreases after 
the introduction of primary nursing. 
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Guidelines for Developing an Evaluation Strategy for Individual CNSs 

Example # 1 
Steps in Process (One Major Focus) 

1. Select focus (or 1. CNS to  develop teaching 
foci) of practice program for spinal 

cord-injured 

2. Set goals, 
desired end 
results 

3. Determine 
/ whether structure. 

process 'or 
outcome evaluation 
is indicated 

4. Determine 
appropriate 
method and 
measure($ 

5.Determine 
appropriate 
evaluator(s) 

6. Determine 
appropriate intervals 
for measurement 

2. CNS sets two goals: 
a. Nursing staff will accept and 

implement program (nursing 
staff outcome) 

b. Patients will have increased 
knowledge and increased ability 
t o  perform self-care (patient outcome) 

3. a. Structure 
b. Process 
c. Outcome - cognitive and 

behavioural objectives 

4. a. Record of numbers of staff 
available for program 
-Administrative support- 
materials, time, etc. 

-Audit reward system of unit- 
positive reinforcement for staff 
implementation 

b. Questionnaire to  staff-to 
determine attitude(s) about program 
- Evaluate nursing records 
process audit)- t o  determine 
no. of staff implementing and no. 
of documented teaching sessions 

c. Questionnaire to  patients - test 
knowledge 
- Test self-care abilities and 
compare with patients before the 
program was implemented 

5. CNS to  collect audit data, business 
off ice data; survey nursing staff; 
and test patients 

6. One year after program 
implementation. 

Example #2 
(One of a Number of 
Foci) 
1. CNS t o  identify patients 

educational needs of 
surgical nurses and 
provide appropriate in- 
service education 
for all shifts 

2. 80% of all staff will 
participate in in-service 
programs at least 
once a 'month 

3. a. Structure 
b. Process 

4. a. Time schedule- 
adequate staffing to  
allow attendance 
-Administrative 
support - materials, 
& setting 

b. audit nursing records 
-program topics, 
attendance; questionnaire 
to  staff - t o  evaluate 
topics appropriate for 
their educational needs 

5. CNS to  collect audit 
data, survey nursing 
staff 

6. Six-month intervals 
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Appendix 15 Members of the Project Steering Group 
Project to  support and enhance the Professional Role 

of the Clinical NurseIMidwife Specialist 

Chair: Ms. Joan Phelan, Director, Nursing Midwifery Planning & Development South 
Eastern Health Board. 

Secretary: Joan Gallagher, Project Officer, Nursing Midwifery Planning & Development 
Unit (NMPDU) 

Members: 
Hazel Daniels, Director of Nursing (DON), Waterford Regional Hospital 

Antoinette Mullins, Unit Manager, Damien House, alternating with 

Ann McClean, ActingDON, St. John of God's House, Wexford. 

Joseph Mooney, ActingDON, S t  Senan's Hospital, Enniscorthy. 
(now in past of Assistant DON, St. Otteran's Hospital.) 

Mary Mahon, Director of Public Health Nursing, CarlowlKilkenny. 

Dr. Garry Courtney, Consultant Physician, St. Luke's Hospital, Kilkenny. 

Miriam Bell, Professional Development Officer, NMPDU. 

Sheila O'Byrne, DON St. Columba's Hospital, Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny. 

Daphne Masterson, CNS, Respiratory, St. Joseph's Hospital, Clonmel. 

Patricia McQuillan, CNS, Practice Nursing, John's Green Medical Centre, Kilkenny. 

Christine Hickey, CNS, Community Mental Health Nurse, St. Canice's Hospital Kilkenny 

Terms of reference for steering group were agreed as follows: 

To ensure the project meets the criteria as agreed by the National Council in the 
project submission document. 
To agree Project Plan. 
To oversee project implementation and track project progress. 
To support project officer and NMPDU in project implementation. 
To inform and advise on project decisions. 
To agree selection criteria for pilot CNSICMS group. 
To give feedback during the developmental stage of the resource pack. 
To sign offlagree the final draft of the resource pack. 
To consider educational development needs t o  support the CNSICMS in their roles. 
To consider the role of the CNSICMS and future expansion and development of 
the CNSICMS roles. 
To agree timeframes for steering group meetings. 



APPENDIX 16: Members of the Pilot CNSICMS Group 

Members of the Pilot Group (7th October 2002 - 28th April 2003) 

Breda Butler, CMS in Ultrasonography and Foetal Assessment, 
Waterford Regional Hospital. 

Pauline Carroll, Hepatology CNS, St.  Luke's General Hospital, Kilkenny 

Caroline Clifford, CNS in Psychiatry o f  Old Age, St.  Lukes's Hospital, 
Clonmel, Co. Tipperary 

Ann Goggin, Cystic Fibrosis CNS, Waterford Regional Hospital. 

William Hackett, CNS, Systemic Family Therapist, St. Dympna's Hospital, Carlow. 

Terry Hayes, CNS in Community Mental Health, St. Otteran's Hospital, Waterford. 

Ann Marie Howard, CNS, Occupational Health CNS, Waterford Regional Hospital 

Daphne Masterson, CNS, Respiratory, St.  Joseph's Clonmel, Co.Tipperary. 

Ellen McDonagh, CNS, Diabetes St. Joseph's Hospital, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary. 
/ 

~at r ic ia  McQuillan CNS, Practice Nursing, Kilkenny. 

Paddy Moran, CNS in Community Me:,tal Health, S t  Luke's Hospital, Clonmel, 
Co. Tipperary 

Ann O'Brien, CNS, Chest Pain, St.  Joseph's Hospital, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary. 

Mary O'Shaughnessy, CNS in Creative, Diversional and Recreational Activation, 
St. John of God's House, Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford. 

Anna Smyth, CNS, Haemovigilance, St. Luke's General Hospital, Kilkenny 

Janice Stephenson, CNS, Cardiac Rehabilitation, Wexford General Hospital 

Barbara Wall, CNS, Palliative Home Care, Waterford Hospice Home Care Team. 

Emer Ward, CNS, Infection Control CNS, Wexford General Hospital. 

Gabrielle Wassell, CNS, Cardiac Disease Management, St. Joseph's Hospital, Clonmel, 




